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Preface
With recent developments in network technologies, wireless networks have been

an essential infras-

tructure for our everyday lives. To satisfy various user demands, wireless network technologies con-

tinue to develop and are put to practical use. In particular, IEEE 802.1l-based WLANs have grown
in popularity because of their high-speed access bandwidth and ease of installation of WLAN access
points (APs) without any license. As a result, WLANs have been installed widely and many mobile
devices have been able to access the Intemet everywhere everytime through WLANs. Furthermore,

a wide variety of applications on mobile devices have been running over a WLAN, which have

different quality of service (QoS) requirements such as large bandwidth for file synchronization
applications, low delay for voice over IP (VoIP) applications, and both for video chat applications.
However, as the popularity of WLANs grows, many drawbacks of WLANs become obvious.
In WLANs, all mobile devices, or wireless clients, and an AP share the wireless channel fairly

with carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA), and thereby the WLAN
ensures faimess among each at the media access control (MAC)Jayer

level. However, fairness

at the MAC-layer level does not mean the fairness at upper layers. For instance, when we use
transmission control protocol (TCP) as a transportJayer protocol in a WLAN, serious unfairness
are caused among TCP flows; only few flows occupy a wireless channel and the others are starved.

On the other hand, energy effrciency of wireless clients is an important issue to enhance availability
because wireless clients are generally battery-driven. To save energy effectively,
a wireless network interface

it is effective that

(WNI) of a client sleep during idle duration in which dara are not being

sent or received. However, the timings of packet transmission and reception depend on the behavior

of transport-layer protocols and that of upperJayer applications on a wireless client. Therefore, we

should consider those behavior to improve energy efficiency.
In this thesis, in order to resolve these issues on transport-layer protocols and WLANs, we study

on transport-layer solutions to achieve fairness and energy efficiency in WLAN environments.

A

major reason why we focus on transport-layer protocols is that their behavior is closely related to
the causes of these issues. In addition, transport-layer protocols are easily modified since they are

implemented as software.
This thesis begins by proposing, designing, and implementing a transport-layer solution to alIeviate unfairness among TCP flows in WLANs. Two unfairness among TCP flows in a WLAN
are focused, which are unfairness among upstream TCP flows and, unfairness between upstream
and downstream TCP flows. To alleviate such unfairness, we present a transport-layer solution that

TCP congestion control mechanisms are activated against congestion at an AP. It requires a small

modification to TCP congestion control mechanisms at only wireless clients. In addition, for the
appropriate evaluation of the proposed method, this thesis introduces a new performance evaluation

metric that considers the trade-offrelationships between per-flow fairness and bandwidth utilization
at a network bottleneck. Through simulations, the proposed method successfully achieve both fairness among upstream TCP flows and fairness between upstream and downstream flows. We also

conduct experiments using real WLAN environments with WLAN products from several vendors
to confirm applicability and product-dependent characteristics of the proposed method. The exper-

iments show the proposed method can achieve better a trade-off between fairness and bandwidth

utilization, regardless of vendor implementations of APs and WNIs.
The second part of this thesis deals with energy efficiency of wireless clients in WLANs. Energy

consumption models are constructed for TCP data transfer over a WLAN in order to assess impacts
of the TCP behavior on energy efficiency. Because of importance of the TCP behavior, the proposed
models consist of the combination of two layer models: a MAC-level model and a TCP-level model.
Energy consumption models are derived for

a

WNI with continuously active mode (CAM) and with

ideal sleep mode to reveal the sleep efficiency while considering detailed TCP behavior. Ideal
sleep mode implies that a WNI knows the schedules of both the transmission and reception of TCP

packets such that it can sleep and wake up with exact timing. Furthermore, in order to improve the
sleep efficiency, TCP-level burst transmission behavior is proposed, which reduces the number
.

iv.

of

state transitions between active and sleep modes by transmitting multiple data packets in groups. By

comparing the energy consumption between WNIs with CAM and with ideal sleep mode, numerical
examples reveal the upper bound of energy savings under these sleep strategies. In particular, TCPlevel burst transmission successfully reduces energy consumption with increasing moderate delay.

To realize the energy saving by the above work, we need to alleviate uncoordinated behavior by multiple applications running on a single client, which produces the difficulty in control of
sleep

timing. For that pulpose, as the last part of this thesis, stream control transmission protocol

(SCTP) tunneling is proposed and designed. SCTP tunneling has two features: flow aggregation
and burst transmission.

It

aggregates multiple TCP flows into a single SCTP association between

a wireless client and an AP to control packet transmission and reception timings. Furthermore,

to enhance the sleep efficiency, SCTP tunneling reduces the number of state transitions by handling multiple packets in a bursty fashion. We extend the above energy consumption model and
constructs a mathematical model of the energy consumed by SCTP tunneling to assess its energy

efficiency. Numerical examples based on the model show that the proposed method can reduce
energy consumption by up to 69To.Implementation issues of SCTP tunneling are also discussed.

As stated above, we propose, design, and implement transportJayer solutions to achieve perflow fairness among TCP flows and energy efficiency for multiple TCP flows in

a

WLAN. Through

examining the issues on both fairness and energy efficiency, this thesis shows that these solutions
are feasible approaches and can be applied to real

WLAN environments.
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Chapter

1

fntroduction
1.1

Research Background

With recent developments in network technologies, wireless networks have been an essential infrastructure for our everyday lives. To satisfy various user demands, wireless network technologies continue to develop and are put to practical use, such as Bluetooth

l4l, ZigBee [5], wire-

less LANs (WLANs) [6], 3G cellular networks, worldwide interoperability for microwave access

(WiMAX) [7], and long term evolution (LfE) t8l. In particular, IEEE 802.1l-based WLANs

have

grown in popularity because of their high-speed access bandwidth and ease of installation of WLAN
access points (APs) without any license. As a result, WLANs have been installed widely

in many

areas such as airports, railway stations, hotels, offices, cafes, and homes. We can easily access the

Intemet through WLANs with mobile devices such

as

laptops, smartphones, portable game devices,

and e-book readers.

Furthermore,

a

wide variety of applications on mobile devices have been running over WLANs,

which have different quality of service (QoS) requirements such as large bandwidth for file synchronization applications, low delay for voice over IP (VoIP) applications, and both for video chat
applications. Mobile applications that have different QoS requirements often run concuffently on a
single device. For example, some people call their friends with VoIP while sharing documents, photos, and videos over a WLAN, and other people surf websites while watching videos with real-time
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video streaming systems. Such a variety of applications and user usage brings the growth of the
importance of fairness among users in WLANs. From a different aspect, they increase the amount
of time spent on wireless communication, which is related to energy consumption.

WLANs ensure fairness among users because many users share

a wireless channel. In detail, all

mobile devices, or wireless clients, and an AP share the wireless channel fairly with carrier

sense

multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA), and thereby the WLANs ensure fairness
among each at the media access control (MAC)-layer level. However, fairness at the MAC-layer

level does not mean the faimess at upper layers [9-11]. For instance, when we use transmission
control protocol (TCP) as a transport-layer protocol in a WLAN, serious unfairness are caused
among TCP flows; only few flows occupy a wireless channel and the others are starved. On the
other hand, energy efficiency of wireless clients is an important issue to enhance availability because

wireless clients are generally battery-driven. However, accessing WLANs consumes large energy
compared with the other wireless technologies [12]. Thus, to save energy effectively, it is effective

that a wireless network interface (WNI) of a client sleeps during idle duration in which data are
not being sent or received. However, packet transmission and reception depend on the behavior of
transport-layer protocols and that of upperJayer applications on a wireless client. Therefore, we
should consider those behavior to improve energy efficiency.

In order to deal with the above issues, the former part of this thesis

addresses the fairness

issue among TCP flows in WLANs. A transport-layer approach to alleviate unfairness among TCP

flows is presented. For appropriate evaluation of the fairness issue, we also propose a performance
metric considering both per-flow faimess and bandwidth utilization. In the latter part of this thesis,

we address the energy issue of a wireless client in WLANs while considering the detailed TCP
behavior. To this end, we first construct energy consumption models for a single TCP flow over

a

WLAN. Based on findings of numerical examples, we then develop a transport-layer approach to
achieve energy saving of a wireless client in a WLAN.

In what follows, issues regarding fairness among TCP flows, energy consumption models, and
energy saving mechanisms in WLANs are described in turn.
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downstream flow

\1
upstream flow

Wireless clients
Figure 1.1: Typical WLAN environment

1.1.1

Fairness Issues among TCP Flows in WLANs

Figure 1.1 depicts

a typical

WLAN environment where three wireless clients associate with

a single

AP. In this thesis, flows from wireless clients toward an AP and vice versa are referred to as upstream

flows and downstream flows, respectively. In a typical WLAN environment, all wireless clients and
an AP use the same parameters of CSMA/CA. Thus, the contending clients and the AP obtain fair
access opportunities to wireless channel in the long term. This also means that upstream flows
and downstream flows share the same wireless channel. Because all traffic generated from wireless

clients are forwarded through the AP, the AP is likely to become

a

congestion point, which results in

the occurrence of unfairness between upstream and downstream traffic. Furthermore, when TCP is
used as a transport-layer protocol, serious per-flow unfairness are caused not only between upstream

and downstream flows but also among upstream flows. Reason for this is that TCP congestion

control mechanisms does not contribute to alleviate the congestion at the AP.
Many solutions have been proposed for alleviating the above TCP unfairness [9-11,l3-16].
Pilosof er a/. [9] proposed a solution to improve fairness among upstream and downstream flows by

rewriting the advertised receiver window size at the AP. In [10], TCP unfaimess among upstream
flows is diminished by filtering ACK packets in an AP. Ha et

al.ll ll

alleviate unfairness between

-3-
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upstream and downstream flows by dividing the buffer in an AP into separate buffers for data packets and for ACK packets.

In

[3, l4],

the authors proposed shortening the carrier sense duration

of the WLAN APs. A solution proposed in [15] improves TCP unfairness among upstream and
downstream flows by controlling the rate of upstream flows such that total throughput should be
divided equally between upstream and downstream flows. Abeysekera et aI. [16l achieved fairness
between upstream and downstream flows by dynamically controlling the minimum contention win-

dow size at an AP. However, the cost of changing existing hardware devices using these methods is
high because the MAC protocols or queue management mechanisms must be modified.
Therefore, in this thesis, we deal with the fairness issues among TCP flows from the viewpoint
of transport-layer protocols, because the unfaimess is mainly caused by the behavior of TCP conges-

tion control mechanisms. In addition, transport-layer protocols are modified easier than MACJayer
protocols since they are generally implemented by software.

1.1.2 Energy Consumption Models in WLANs
Energy efficiency is one of the most important issues for wireless clients. Wireless communi-

cation via a WLAN is reported to account for up to 507o of the client's total energy consump-

tion fl2,l7-191. Therefore, in order to investigate the factors to affect energy consumption of
wireless clients in WLANs, many researchers have constructed energy consumption models for

WLAN clients [20-24). Anastasi et al. l20l modeled a single wireless client in power saving mode
(PSM) of IEEE 802.11downloading a file from a server in the presence of multiple wireless clients.
Ergen and Varaiya [21] presented the results of an analysis of energy consumption during different

MAC operations for

a wireless client

with multiple clients in

a

WLAN; they found thatS}Vo of the

total energy in saturated situations is wasted. Kuo [22] modeled the energy consumption of wireless clients based on Markov chain model in a saturated

consumption of

a

WLAN. Rantala et at. [23] modeled power

WNI, which consists of the power consumption of application-specific integrated

circuit (ASIC) and that of the power amplifier (PA). Agrawal et al. [24]created a discrete-time
Markov chain model of the energy consumption for TCP transfers in continuously active mode
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(CAM) and in PSM in the presence of TCP background traffic. However, most of the above researches mainly focus on the behavior at only the MAC level and do not consider detailed TCP

behavior. Because TCP congestion control mechanisms primarily determine the timing of packet
transmission and reception, analysis ofthe detailed TCP behavior is necessary to assess sleep efficiency at packet interarrivals.
Other researchers modeled energy consumption based on the behavior of the TCP congestion
mechanisms under the existence of channel enor f25,261. Zorzi and Rao [25] modeled energy

consumption for different TCP versions while considering a two-state Markov model for frame
losses. Vacirca et al. 126] constructed an energy consumption model that consists of combination

of a TCP behavior model and a MAC model under a Rayleigh fading channel. These two models
consider energy consumption for a device activated in CAM. For improving energy efficiency, the
behavior of sleep mechanisms and that of TCP congestion mechanisms should be considered.

In this thesis, we mainly focus on the impact of the TCP behavior for sleep efficiency when
the WNI sleeps at packet interarrivals. By doing so, we investigate the maximum potential of
energy saving from the transport-layer level while preventing degradation of performance such

as

throughput and delay.

1.1.3 Energy

Saving Mechanisms in WLANs

For energy saving in MAC layer protocols of WLANs, the IEEE 802.11standard defines PSM [6],
as opposed to the mode under normal operation, which is referred to as the

CAM. In IEEE 8o2.ll

PSM, wireless clients only wake up at the beacon interval, which is typically 100 [ms]. Due to this,

PSM can achieve high-energy efficiency while degrading network performance such as throughput and latency. To overcome this, IEEE 802.1le defines new power saving mechanisms, which

is called automatic power save delivery (APSD) [27]. The main idea of unscheduled APSD (UAPSD), which is one of power saving modes of APSD, is that a data frame sent from wireless
clients, which is referred to as trigger frame, is used as an indication of request for transmitting the
buffered data frame at the AP. It requires determining the trigger generation algorithm for effective

-5-
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usage

of U-APSD. Mor et al. l28l overcome this issue by dynamically configuring trigger genera-

tion intervals as a function of the average intervals of anival packets at the wireless client. Other
researchers have proposed energy-efficient methods in WLANs by modifying MAC protocols or

WNI hardware [2,2912). The solutions in the references [2,29-32] achieve energy efficiency on
WLAN clients, which requires modifying the MAC protocols and the WNI hardware.
Other solutions for energy saving of wireless clients focus on the behavior of the upper-layer
protocols t33-351. Namboodiri and Gao [33] proposed GreenCall algorithm for VoIP applications,
which derives sleep and wake-up schedules for the wireless client to save energy during VoIP calls.
Dogar et al. [34] developed the Catnap proxy for data-oriented applications such as web browsing
and file transfer. Yan et al. [35] presented a client-centered method in TCP over WLANs, with burst
transmission realized by manipulating the TCP receiver's window size. In terms of sleep granularity,

the Catnap proxy allows wireless clients to stay sleep mode at the whole data transmission scale,
whereas the client-centered method allows them to stay sleep mode at the round trip time (RTT)
scale. The recent development in radio frequency (RF) circuit design has resulted in sleep mode of
shorter transition time f321, which implies that sleeping can be activated at an interarrival time of
packets within one RTT.

Therefore, in this thesis, we focus on a transport-layer approach to save energy without re-

quiring modifications of MAC-layer and physical-layer protocols. By changing timing of packet
transmission and reception at the transport-layer level while collaborating with MAC-layer and
physical-layer solutions, we aim to realize high energy efficiency of a client's WNI.

1.2

Outline of Thesis

This thesis begins by proposing a transport-layer solution to alleviate unfairness among TCP flows

in a WLAN in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we investigate factors for effective energy saving through
discussions based on numerical models for energy consumptions of a single TCP flow in a WLAN.
Based on the findings to save energy in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 presents a transport-layer approach to
reduce energy consumption in the presence of multiple TCP flows in a WLAN. Finally, this thesis

is concluded in Chapter 5.
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Chapter

l. Introduction

A l[ansport-Layer Solution to Improve Fairness among TCP flows
in a WLAN [36-39]

In Chapter 2, we propose, design, and implement a transport-layer solution to alleviate unfairness
among TCP flows in WLANs. When TCP detects packet losses as an indication of network conges-

tion, its congestion control mechanisms are activated to alleviate the network congestion between
two end hosts. However, its behavior cannot alleviate congestion at the AP with which multiple
clients associate, which causes two unfairness among TCP flows in a WLAN: unfairness among
upstream TCP flows and unfairness between upstream and downstream TCP flows. Therefore, to

alleviate such unfaimess, TCP congestion control should be activated not only against data packet
losses but also against acknowledge (ACK) packet losses. To this end, we present a transport-layer

solution that exploits ACK packet losses as an indication of congestion at an AP. It requires a small
modification to TCP consestion control mechanisms at onlv wireless clients.

On the other hand, for such fairness issues among flows, Jain's fairness index [40] has been
generally used as an evaluation metric. However, because improvement of faimess is sometimes
achieved at the expense of bandwidth utilization, this index considering only fairness among flows
cannot evaluate accurately a situation that fairness has a trade-off relationship with bandwidth uti-

lization. Therefore, for the appropriate evaluation of the proposed method, this thesis introduces the
proposed metric that considers the trade-off relationships between per-flow fairness and bandwidth

utilization at a network bottleneck.

Through simulations, the proposed method successfully achieves both fairness among upstream

TCP flows and fairness between upstream and downstream flows. We also conduct experiments
using real WLAN environments with WLAN products from several vendors to confirm applicability
and product-dependent characteristics of the proposed method. The experiments show the proposed

method can achieve better a trade-off between fairness and bandwidth utilization, regardless of
vendor implementations of APs and WNIs.
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Energy Consumption Models of a Single TCP Flow in a WLAN

l4l4fl

Chapter 3 addresses energy efficiency of wireless clients in WLANs. Behavior of TCP congestion

control mechanisms primarily determines the timing of packet transmission and reception, which
has a large impact on the energy efficiency. Thus, energy consumption models are constructed for

TCP data transfer over

a

WLAN in order to assess impacts of the TCP behavior on energy efficiency.

Because of importance of the behavior of TCP congestion control mechanisms, the proposed models

consist of the combination of two layer models: a MAC-level model and a TCPlevel model. In the

MAClevel model, the amounts of energy consumed in sending and receiving one data frame

are

calculated based on frame exchanges in CSMA/CA mechanisms. In the TCP-level model, which is
based on the behavior of TCP congestion control mechanisms, the energy consumption in TCP data

transfer is determined from packet transmission and reception timing, depending on the evolution
of the TCP congestion window size. Energy consumption models are derived for a WNI with CAM
and with ideal sleep mode to reveal the sleep efficiency while considering detailed TCP behavior.

Ideal sleep mode implies that

a

WNI knows the schedules of both the transmission and reception of

TCP packets such that it can sleep and wake up with exact timing. Furthermore, in order to improve
the sleep efficiency, TCP-level burst transmissionbehavior is proposed, which reduces the number

of state transitions between active and sleep modes by transmitting multiple data packets in groups.

By comparing the energy consumption between WNIs with CAM and with ideal sleep mode,
numerical examples reveal the upper bound of energy savings under these sleep strategies. In particular, TCPJevel burst transmission successfully reduces energy consumption with increasing moderate delay.

SCTP Thnneling: A Tlansport-Layer solution to Reduce Energy consumptions

in a WLAN 147-501
Chapter 4, we realize the burst transmission feature at transport-layer level in a WLAN to effective

energy saving. In a typical WLAN, multiple network applications are running concurrently on

a single wireless client. In such a situation, packets of each application are sent and received
independently, which are multiplexed at MAC-level. This uncoordinated behavior produces the
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difficulty in control of sleep timing. In order to overcome the issue, stream control Transmission
Protocol (SCTP) tunneling is proposed and designed, which is a transport-layer approach to save
energy for TCP data transfer over a
and burst transmission.

It

WLAN. SCTP tunneling has two features: flow aggregation

aggregates multiple TCP flows into a single SCTP association between

a wireless client and an AP to control packet transmission and reception timing. Furthermore, to
enhance the sleep efficiency, SCTP tunneling reduces the number of state transitions by handling

multiple packets in a bursty fashion. By extending the above energy consumption models, we
construct a mathematical model of the energy consumed by SCTP tunneling to assess its energy
efficiency.

Numerical examples based on the model shows that the proposed method can reduce energy
consumption by up to 69To.Implementation issues of SCTP tunneling are also discussed.
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Chapter 2

A Ttansport-Layer Solution to Improve
Fairness among TCP Flows in a WLAN
2.1 Introduction
With recent developments in wireless networking technologies, accessing the Internet through
wireless

LAN (WLAN) is becoming common, and WLAN-based Internet

a

access environments are

often available at public areas, such as railway stations and airports. As such,

it is important to

consider fairness among coexisting users.

IEEE 802.11 families [6] are standardized

as the

WLAN environment. The current IEEE 802.1 I

implementations primarily use the distributed coordination function (DCF) as the medium access
control protocol. In the DCF, a medium access mechanism is based on CSMA/CA, which enables
wireless clients and an access point (AP) to fairly access a wireless channel [6]. Therefore, fairness
among clients in the WLAN is ensured at the MAC layer. However, the faimess at the MAC layer
does not mean the fairness at upper layers. When TCP is used as a transport-layer protocol, two

types of unfairness among TCP flows (TCP unfairness) are caused

[9-11]: unfairness

between

upstream and downstream TCP flows and unfairness among upstream TCP flows. Here, the traffic

in

a

WLAN consists of the traffic flowing from clients to wired networks via

an AP (called upstream

traffic) and vice versa (called downstream traffic). Downstream traffic is transmitted only from an
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AP, whereas upstream traffic is generated from multiple clients. Therefore, upstream traffic obtains

more access opportunities to the wireless channel than downstream traffic, resulting in unfaimess
between upstream and downstream traffics. On the other hand, the unfairness among upstream
flows is caused by their congestion control mechanisms, i.e., the TCP congestion control is activated
against data packet losses, but not against ACK packet losses [5

l].

Many solutions have been proposed to alleviate unfairness in WLANs 19-11,13-161. These
solutions diminish TCP throughput unfairness by modifying the MAC protocol parameters or queue
management mechanisms in APs. However, the MAC protocols of APs are generally implemented
at the hardware level, so changing these protocols is costly. Furthermore, some methods need to

estimate the number of flows and the throughput of each flow at the AP. In addition, although
certain solutions can alleviate the unfairness by changing the MAC layer, they may also cause other
unfairness problems in the transport layer. For example, a priority-based solution at the AP [13]
can improve fairness among TCP flows, but this solution may cause unfairness among UDP flows

by assigning higher priority to traffic from the AP.

As the first contribution of this chapter, we propose a transport-layer approach to alleviate the
above unfairness. The reasons for using a transport-layer solution are as follows. First, MAC-layer

solutions may cause other unfairness issues at the transport layer, as described above. Second, the
unfairness is mainly caused by the behavior of the transport-layer protocols. Third, since transportlayer protocols are generally implemented by software, modifying transport-layer protocols is easier
than modifying MACJayer protocols. The proposed method alleviates unfairness among TCP flows

by detecting TCP ACK packet losses as an indication of congestion at an AP. It requires a small
modification of the TCP congestion control mechanisms only on WLAN clients.
Generally, Jain's fairness index [40] has been used as an evaluation metric of fairness among
users, flows, etc. Since this index depends only on the variation of allocated values, the index values

intuitively indicate whether the allocated values are fair. Here, assume that we have two solutions,
both of which are identically effective for alleviating unfairness, but one of them degrades the total
amount of allocated values, whereas the other does not decrease the total value. Although the lat-

ter should be judged to be superior to the former, both solutions are identical from the viewpoint
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ofJain's fairness index. In other words, Jain's fairness index cannot evaluate such situations accurately. Therefore, as the second contribution of this chapter, we propose

a

novel performance metric

that considers the trade-off relationships between per-flow fairness and bandwidth utilization at a
network bottleneck. The proposed metric can simultaneously evaluate both faimess and utilization

with

a single metric value.

We conducted ns-2 [52] simulation experiments in order to confirm the fundamental character-

istics of the proposed method. Through the simulation results, we show that the proposed method
is effective not only for fairness among upstream flows but also for fairness between upstream and
downstream flows. We then confirm the applicability and product-dependent characteristics of the
proposed method through experiments using real environments with WLAN products from several
vendors.
The remainder of Chapter 2 is organized as follows. In Sect. 2.2, we discuss unfairness problems
among TCP flows in

WLANs. Section 2.3 describes a solution for alleviating TCP unfaimess in

WLANs. In Sect. 2.4, we introduce

a performance metric considering both per-flow fairness and

bandwidth utilization. In Sect. 2.5, we confirm the fundamental characteristics of the solution
proposed in Sect. 2.3 through simulation experiments. Section 2.6 presents experimental results.

Finally, conclusions and a discussion offuture research are presented in Sect. 2.7.

2.2
In

a

Fairness among TCP Flows in WLAN Environments

typical WLAN environment, all wireless clients and an AP use the same parameters of CSMA/CA.

Thus, the contending clients obtain fair access opportunities to wireless channel in the long term.

This also means that upstream flows transmitted from the multiple clients and downstream flows
transmitted from the AP share the same wireless channel. Therefore, when n clients share a single
AP in the WLAN, the access opportunities to the wireless channel of upstream traffic is
whereas that

of downstream traffic is

nl(n + I),

Il(n + 1). Hence, when the amount of the upstream and

downstream traffic is roughly the same, the AP is likely to become a congestion point, and unfairness occurs between upstream and downstream traffic.

It

means that the fairness at the MAC

layer protocol does not always contribute to the fairness at upper layer protocols such as UDP and
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Figure 2.1: Congestion at the AP

TCP. Since the many kinds of applications such as P2P file sharing and audio/video conference
applications generate both upstream and downstream flows, this issue should be resolved.
Furthermore, when TCP is used as a transport-layer protocol, serious per-flow unfairness is
caused not only between upstream and downstream flows but also among upstream flows. In what

follows, we specifically explain the two kinds of the unfairness. Figure 2.I depicts the situations in
which the unfaimess occurs when the wireless network bandwidth is fully utilized.
Suppose that each client station has an upstream TCP flow, as depicted in Fig. 2.1(a).In this sit-

uation, ACK packets of the upstream flows are discarded at the AP buffer. Note that TCP congestion

control is activated against data packet losses, but not against ACK packet losses. Therefore, the
congestion window size of upstream ffows continues to grow until retransmission timeout (RTO)
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occurs and all ACK packets in a window are lost. When all ACK packets of a certain upstream flow
are discarded, the congestion window size is set to one packet.

At this time, the buffer at the AP

is still fully utilized because the congestion is not resolved. As a result, once a certain flow experiences an RTO, the flow cannot increase its congestion window size for some time, which causes

throughput unfaimess among upstream TCP flows.
On the other hand, when upstream and downstream TCP flows coexist as shown in Fig. 2.1(b),

ACK packets of upstream flows and data packets of downstream flows are discarded at the AP
buffer. In such a situation, the upstream TCP flows continue to grow the congestion window size,
whereas downstream TCP flows decrease the congestion window size, since TCP activates the con-

gestion control mechanism only against data packet losses. Consequently, the downstream TCP
flows maintain the low transmission rate, whereas the upstream TCP flows maintain the high transmission rate. Therefore, serious throughput unfaimess is caused between upstream and downstream

TCP flows.
Such two kinds of TCP unfaimess are caused when using TCP variants that use data packets
losses as an indication of the occurrence of network congestion, such as TCP Reno, TCP NewReno,
and TCP SACK. In what follows, we assume the use of TCP Reno as an example for TCP unfairness
issues.

Many solutions have been proposed for alleviating the above TCP unfairness [9-11,13-16].

A solution proposed in [9] improves faimess among upstream and downstream flows by rewriting
the advertised receiver window sizeat theAP.

A solutionproposed in [11] alleviates

unfaimess

between upstream and downstream flows by dividing the buffer in an AP into a buffer for data
packets and a buffer for ACK packets. In [10], TCP unfairness among upstream flows is diminished

by filtering ACK packets in an AP. In [13], the author proposed shortening the carrier sense duration

of the WLAN APs. A solution proposed in [l5] improves TCP unfairness among upstream and
downstream flows by controlling the rate of upstream flows such that total throughput should be
divided equally between upstream and downstream flows. However, the cost of changing existing
hardware devices using these methods is high because the MAC protocols or queue management
mechanisms must be modified.
On the other hand, since transportJayer protocols are generally implemented through software,
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for ACK

Packet Losses

ACK Dackets are lost
ACK packets are lost
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(a) Without modification

(b) Proposed method

Figure 2.2: Behavior of TCP Reno with and without the proposed method

changing transport-layer protocols are easier than changing MAC-layer protocols. In addition, the
above unfairness is mainly caused by the behavior of TCP. Therefore, in this chapter, we propose a

transport-layer solution for alleviating TCP unfairness.

2.3

TCP Congestion Control for ACK Packet Losses

Figure 2.2(a) depicts the behavior of TCP Reno when ACK packets are discarded at the AP buffer.
The main reason for unfairness among TCP flows is that the TCP continues to increase the conges-

tion window size even when the AP is highly congested and numerous ACK packets are discarded,
as shown

in Fig. 2.2(a). Therefore, we propose a simple modification to TCP congestion control

mechanisms to alleviate these unfairness. The proposed method is based on a simple concept: TCP

congestion control should be activated when ACK packet losses are detected, whereas the tradi-

tional TCP activates congestion control only when data packet losses are detected. Figure 2.2(b)
shows the behavior of the proposed method on TCP Reno, corresponded to Fig. 2.2(a). The congestion control with the proposed method is activated when detecting ACK packet losses, as shown

in Fig. 2.2(b).

More specifically, in the proposed method, congestion control is activated when the number
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of ACK packet losses in a window exceeds a pre-determined threshold (thresh-ackJosses). The
TCP sender detects ACK packet losses by monitoring the sequence number of the received ACK

packets. When the TCP sender observes abnormal jumps in the ACK sequence numbers, these
jumps are regarded as ACK packet losses in the network and are calculated as follows:
αcた Jοss二=l・ ax([

￨‑1,0)

(2.1)

where ack-loss is the number of ACK packet losses, aclc is the sequence number [bytes] of the
current received ACK packet, preu-ack is the sequence number [bytes] of the previous received

ACK packet, and M

S

S is maximum segment size ftytesl. When the number of ACK packet losses

in a round trip time (RTT) exceeds thresh-ackJosses,

a TCP sender halves the congestion

window

(cund) and slow-start threshold (ssthresh) is set to the halved congestion window size. Note that
before halving the window size, the TCP sender waits for another RTT to avoid false detection
caused by the disorder

of data packet reception at the TCP receiver. Additionally, when detecting

data packet losses, a TCP sender stops checking the ACK packet losses for one RTT.

When using F,q. (2.1) to detect ACK packet losses, the effect of the delayed ACK option [53]
should be considered. Note that the delayed ACK option has been implemented in both Windows
and

Linux [54,55]. I-ntbbe the number of data packets acknowledged by an received ACK packet.

Some TCP receiver implementations with the delayed

ACK send one ACK packet for two consec-

utive received packets, so b is two typically. When the delayed ACK option is enabled, Eq.(2.1)
cannot correctly estimate the number of ACK packet losses. Therefore, TCP senders must determine the value of

b.

There are two possible methods by which determine the value of b. In the first method, a TCP
receiver explicitly informs a TCP sender of the value of b. The second method is that a TCP sender
estimates the value of b without any explicit information from the TCP receiver. In the first method,
the TCP sender can obtain an accurate value of b, however this method requires TCP receiver-side

modifications. For this reason, we use the second method, which does not require TCP receiver-side
modifications.
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In the proposed method, the value of
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where b""1 is the estimated value of b, and sbi is the e th smoothed value for b with smoothing
factor

p. Note that

sb1

in Eq. (2.3) is a continuous value, but b""1inE,q. (2.2) should be a discrete

value because b should be a discrete value. Thus, b""1 is calculated by half-adjust rounding. Using
Eq. (2.2),F,q. (2.1) is transformed into:

αcた ̲ι οss==Inax([

￨ ‑1, 0)・

(2.4)

Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code of the proposed method. Note that the proposed method
can be utilized with arbitrary TCP modifications because the proposed method can be applied to
some TCP variants without any ill-effect.

In addition, because the proposed method is one of TCP modifications which detects early
congestion of networks such as TCP Reno, the proposed method is ineffective when the proposed
method and that TCP modifications coexist. Thus, the proposed method has the same issues of TCP

modifications which have been reported in several researches [56,57].

2.4

Performance Metric for Evaluating TFade-off between Fairness
and Utilization

2.4.1 Jain's Fairness Index
The definition of fairness is important when we discuss faimess among flows, because the improve-

ment of faimess is sometimes achieved at the expense of total bandwidth utilization. In previous
researches [9-11,13,15], fairness is defined as all flows that contend on a wireless channel
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Algorithrn I TCP congestion control for ACK packet losses
t: Initialization:
2: preu-ack <-thesmallestsequencenumberof theunacknowledgedpackets (snd-ana)
3: sb<- MSSx2,b<-MSSx2
4: cnt-ack-loss +- 0
5: data-loss <- 0, uta'it-state <- 0
6: On each ACK:
7: sb +- (r - P) sb + 0
8: bas <- lsa +
9: cnt-ack-Loss <- ,n^* (laek-ergv:L:k | r + cnt-ack-loss, 0\

(-tr##4)

]l

-*^\L

bestxMSS

lO: preu-ack <- ack
11: On each RTT:
12: if wait-state then

13:
t4:
15:
16:
l7:
18:
19:

I

-

if cnt-ack-loss ) thresh-ack-losses
cwnd, <- rnax(ff, t)

'

'v'wv-qv'wrvuul

and not data-loss

")

then

ssthresh <- cwnd
end

if

data-loss <- 0
cnt-ack-Ioss <wai,t-state <- O

0

20: else

2l:
22:
23:

if cnt-ack-loss ) thresh-ack-losses or data-loss then
wait-state <- |

end if
24: end if
25: Packet loss:

<- 1
27: Packet disorder:
28: cnt-ack-Ioss <- rnax(cnt-ack-loss
26: data-Ioss

-

1, 0)

WLAN achieve the same throughput, and its impact on the total network throughput is not considered.

Jain's fairness index, which defined as follows, has been generally used to assess the fairness:

卿

=部

wherc n is the number of contending users,X={"1,"2, ,"π

の
}iS a Set Of allocations for

ηusers
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. Thc index valuc approachcs one as thc variation of al10ca―
̀is an allocation for uscrづ

tions dccreases,and thc index valuc approachcs 1/η aSthe va五 ation of allocations increases.Notc
that Jain's index is independent of the scalc of allocatiOns. For example,consider fairness when
anOcating 10,30,and 40 dollars,respectivelyЪ

to three pcrsons,and fairness when allocating 100,

300,and 400 dollars,rcspectivel〕 らtO three pcrsons. Both cascs are equivalent froln the viewpoint
of Jain's index(0.82).
Howevcr9 the total amounts Of allocatcd values are dimcrent.That is,Jain's index is not suitable

for compa五 ng faimess while considcring the total amount of aHocations.The total amount of a1lo―
catcd valucs corresponds to the nctwork bandwidth utilization in thc context of network bandwidth
shaHng.「
「 hereforc,when wc havc a solution for alleviating unfairncss whilc slightly degrading the
total throughput,Jain's index cannOt accuratcly evaluate such a performance tradc―

ofa

2.4.2 Proposed PIletric
Given a throughput set X={″ 1,″ 2,… ・,″ π
},Where″ t is the throughput of thèth nott and
the network bandwidth atthe bottlencck,θ

,where

Σ肛1″ づ≦σ,We

dcnneル Jr

α
κ
グ
Jた ι
グ
ルJ″ ―″

Й″g″ ″″
∫=♀ ,Wherc al1 3ows achicve the same throughput and the nctwork bandwidth is
fully utilizcd.Using the relationship betwcen Jain's faimcss index乃
throughput

Σ肛1″ t,WC

(X)in Eq.(2.5)and tOtal

dennc the dcsired properties for proposed himcss hdex F(χ ,θ )aS f01‑

lows:
1・

If

Σたlχ じ=Σ 稚
=1%≦ θ and島 (χ )<場 (y),then F(x,θ )<F(乙 θ).

2.If Σ鷹1"づ

=Σ たlν づ≦σ and場 (χ )=乃 (y),then

F(X,θ )=F(乙 θ).

3.If Σ胆lπ づ=θ ,then尋 (χ )=F(χ ,θ ).

where y={ν l,第 ,… ・ ν
れ
}.
,

We sta■

■om

the indcxノ (χ ,θ ),WhiCh reprcsents the averagc squared distance between the

cach flow's throughput and thc fair and fully― utilized throughput(z∫

ノ
(X,の =身 力
綺χ
D2
づ
==1
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We then nomalize

f (X, C) by r y andobtain S(X, C)

g(X,θ )=

as

follows:

寺Σた1(Zづ

(2.7)

rf

According to [40], Jain's fairness index can be transformed into

乃 (χ )= 1+σ Oy2
θOy=

where

COV is the coefficient of

average

variance

(2.8)

寺Σた1(″ づ

(2.9)

of allocations to the users. and 7 =券

of the allocations. Finally, by comparing Eqs. (2.7) and (2.9), we

iS the
Σ胆1″ づ

obtain the following

definition of the proposed index:

F(X,σ )=

1+g(χ ,C)2
σ2

ηΣ鷹1″ :‑2σ Σた1"づ +2θ 2・

(2.10)

Note that the index satisfies the above-mentioned properties. The index approaches one when
the bandwidth utilization of the network bottleneck approaches l00%o and the throughput variance

of each flow is small. In contrast, the index approaches 7 f n when the throughput variance is large.

2.4.3 Comparison with Jain's Fairness Index
In Table 2.1, Iain's fairness index and the proposed index are compared using simple examples
in which the network capacity bandwidth is 30 [Mbps]. Cases 1,2, and 3 in Table 2.Ihave fair
throughput distributions, but different total throughputs. The proposed index can differentiate these
cases, whereas Jain's index cannot distinguish among them. As in Cases 1,2, and 3, Cases

4,5, and

6 have different total throughputs, however the throughput distributions have the same variations.
The proposed index becomes small for Cases 4, 5, and 6 since the variance of throughput distribu-

tion of which are 2.25, 4.0, and 9.0, respectively. Thus, the values of the proposed index become
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Table 2.1: Comparison between Jain's fairness index and the proposed index (C= 30 [Mbpsl)
Case

i nrOugnput distrlbutlon

Total
[Ⅳ bpS]

Jain's
index

rroposco

[MbpS]

1.00

index

30

1.00

2

t3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3
{2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2

20

1.00

0.90

3

(1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1

10

1.00

0.69

15

0.50
0.50

0.67

1

4
5

6
7
8

{1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,6
{1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,6,6
(2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,12
{1,1,1,1,1,1,2,3,3,6
1,1,1,3,3,3,3,4,5,6

20
30
20

0.50

0.64
0.50

0.62

0.73

30

0.78

0.78

small when a small number of flows obtain much bandwidth, even if the total throughput is high. In
Cases 2, 5, and 7, the total throughputs are identical, but the throughput distributions have different

variations. These cases corresponded to property 1 in Subsect. 2.4.2. lnthis situation, the order of
the three cases in Jain's index and that in the proposed index are identical. Moreover, when the total

throughput is equal to the network bandwidth capacity, as in Cases 1, 6, and 8, Jain's index and the
proposed index are identical. This situation is related to property 3 in Subsect.2.4.2.

2.5

Evaluation with Simulation Experiments

In this section, we show simulation results in order to confirm the basic characteristics of the proposed method.

2.5.1 Simulation

Settings and Methods

Figure 2.3 shows the simulation environment using IEEE 802.11a WLAN with the ns-2 simulator.

In the environment, multiple wireless clients share a single AP that is connected to a wired node
through a wired link with 100 [Mbps] capacity and one-way propagation delay of 100 [ms]. In the
simulation evaluation, except as otherwise noted, all wireless clients were located at four [meters]

from the AP and the buffer size of the AP was set to 100 [packets]. The buffer size of the wired
link, the sender buffer size of each client, and the advertised receiver window size were set to larse
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IEEE

802.1la
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(deSktOp)

Figure 2.3 : Simulation environment
enough not to

limit the TCP performance. As the queue management mechanisms, the Drop Tail

principle was used in the AP and the wired link. TCP connections used either the proposed method
on TCP Reno or conventional TCP Reno. In order to use these TCPs in the ns-2 simulator, we used
the ns-2 modules that are converted from the Linux implementation codes by NS-2 TCP-Linux [58].

The thresh-ackJosses parameter in the proposed method was set to one. Note that we confirmed that

we can obtain the best performance of the proposed method when the thresh-ack-loJJe.t parameter

is one. In addition, for comparative purposes, the prioritised AP scheme proposed in [13]

was

also evaluated. In order to focus on fundamental characteristics, the delayed ACK option me was
disabled. The effects of the delayed ACK option are investigated in Sect. 2.6.

In the simulation experiments, only one flow was generated for each client, meaning that we
increased the number of clients for increasing the number of concurrent flows in the network. The

simulation time was set to 200 [seconds] and the data transmission of each flow started at random

time which was uniformly distributed on [0 s, 10

s]. The simulations

ran ten times

in order

to

average the results.

2.5.2 Evaluation

Results and Discussion

Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the snapshot results for the average throughput when ten upstream ffows
exist and when five upstream flows and five downstream flows coexist, respectively. Note that the
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Figure 2.4: Average throughput of each flow when ten upstream flows exist

other results of ten times trials are also almost the same as Figs. 2.4 and 2.5. In these figures, Ui and

D7 in x-axis denote the z th upstream flow and the

j

th downstream flow, respectively. The average

throughput of each flow is calculated using the amount of data sent in 50-200 [seconds] in the
simulation. Figures 2.4(a) and 2.5(a) shows the serious TCP unfairness is caused among upstream

flows and between upstream and downstream flows without modification, whereas the prioritized
AP scheme and the proposed method successfully alleviates TCP unfairness both among upstream
flows and between upstream and downstream flows as shown in Figs. 2.4(b), 2.4(c),2.5(b), and
2.5(c).

Figure 2.6 represents the results when there are ten upstream flows and the five clients

are

Iocated at one [meter] and the others are located ten [meters] from the AP. Note that we obtained the
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similar results when upstream and downstream flows coexist. The prioritized AP scheme degrades
the effectiveness for alleviating unfairness among flows dependently on distance of the clients from

AP, as shown in Fig. 2.6(a). This is because that the prioritized AP scheme is sensitive to the
wireless channel environment since

it is based

on MAC parameter tuning regarding the channel

access. On the other hand, the performance of the proposed method is independent on the wireless

channel since the proposed method is based on a transportJayer approach.

Figure 2.7 plots the average RTT of each flow corresponded to the results in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5.

In Fig. 2.7, RTTs of each flow with the proposed method are smaller than without modification
or with the prioritized AP scheme. The reason for this is as follows. Without modification, the
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congestion window size of upstream flows continues to grow and the packets exceeded the data rate

of wireless channel are buffered at the sender buffer of each client. This results in that RTTs of each
flow become large. Likewise, with the prioritized AP scheme, RTTs of each flow also become large
because the prioritized AP scheme can improve fairness among flows, but the congestion window
size

of upstream flows remain to grow when the wireless channel is fully utilized. In contrast, the

proposed method can also alleviate the congestion at the wireless channel because the congestion

control with the proposed method is activated against upstream flows. As a result, the proposed
method can maintain low RTT.

2.6

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we present experimental results using real environments with WLAN products from
several vendors in order to confirm the applicability and product-dependent characteristics of the
proposed method in real environments.

2.6.1 Experimental

Settings and Methods

Two experimental environments are shown in Fig. 2.8. In both environments, ten wireless clients
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(b) Experimental environment with

(desktop)
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Figure 2.8: Experimental environments
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Table 2.2: WLAN products
(a) Wireless Interface

Vendor

Product name

Vendor

WLI― CB― AGHP

Product name

Buffalo

WAPS― HP― ANI154G54

Atellll WL54AG

NEC

Aterm WR8500N

Corega

CG― WLR300NNH

share a single AP.

wired

(b) Access points

Buffalo

NEC

due to wireless

Cards

All clients were

located within 50 [cm] of the AP in order to avoid packet losses

link error. In Fig. 2.8(a), a wired node is directly connected to the AP through

link. On the other hand, in the experimental

environment in Fig. 2.8(b), we introduced

a
a

personal computer (PC) router between the AP and the wired node for the purpose of evaluation

in long delay environments. DELL Latitude E5500 laptops and a DELL Precision 390 desktop
were used as the client and the wired node, respectively.

All

nodes, including the wired node, used

Ubuntu 8.10 (Linux kernel 2.6.28) as the operating system (OS). As shown in Fig. 2.8(b), another

DELL Precision 390 desktop was used

as the PC router

with netem [59] for generating a 50 [ms]

delay to the wired link between the AP and the wired node. We used Web100 [60] patch to collect
the TCP connection information, such as the congestion window size and the RTT from the Linux

kernel. We used TCP Reno and implemented the proposed method on the Linux code of TCp Reno.
The wireless devices listed in Table 2.2 were used as wireless interface cards for clients and the
AP. Note that all wireless clients used the same type of wireless interface card in each experiment.

We show only results obtained using Buffalo's wireless interface cards because the tendencies of
results are similar regardless of the type of wireless interface cards. In the following, APs are
abbreviated as [vendor name]-AP, respectively, e.g., Buffalo-Ap.

The buffer size of an AP significantly affects on flow's throughput and end-to-end delay [61].
However, AP vendors do not make publish the buffer size in detail. Due to this, we estimated the
buffer size through simple experiments with a single TCP connection, with an estimation equation
as

follows:

Best = (cυ ηα
ο
υ
eヴ 。
ω
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Table2.3: Estimated buffer size of each AP
Vendor

Buffalo

鶴づ
ηRTT
[mS]

NEC

CIDTLAouerflou

B."t

[MbpS]

[bytes]

[packets]

975

21.8

118003

76.9

0.563
0.674

19.6

20.2

76719
366826

50.2
243.4

0。

Corega

T

where 8""1 is the estimated buffer size [packets] of an AP, cwndou.rflow is the congestion window
size [bytes] of a single TCP connection when TCP detects data packet losses, regarding

overflow occurs at the AP,

?

minRTT is a minimum RTT

it

as

buffer

is throughput [bps] just before TCP detects data packet losses, and
[seconds] during the experiments. Table 2.3 presents the results

of

estimated buffer size of each AP. Note that the experiments were conducted ten times for averaging
the results. In Table 2.3, the buffer size of Corega-AP is the largest of all.
The experiments using the environments in Fig. 2.8 were conducted as follows. Only one TCP

flow was generated for each client station using lperf [62], assuming bulk data transfer. We kept
the number of concurrent TCP flows at ten and changed the ratio of upstream and downstream TCP

flows from (0, 10) to (10, 0). For the purposes of comparison, TCP connections used either the
proposed method on TCP Reno or conventional TCP Reno. As in Sect. 2.5, the thresh-nckJosses
parameter in the proposed method was set to one. The experiment time was set

to 180 [seconds],

and each TCP connection was generated almost simultaneously when the experiment started. More

specifically, a computer separated from the experimental network in Fig 2.8, which are connected to
each wireless client and the wired node through a separate wired network, simultaneously executed

Iperf programs through the separate wired network in order to generate a TCP connection at each
client and the wired node. We disabled vendor-specific functions implemented at APs, e.9., Frame

Burst feature in Buffalo-AP. For each experimental setting, the experiments were conducted ten
times in order to average the results.
We first conducted experiments using the environment shown in Fig. 2.8(a) in which the delayed

ACK option was disabled at TCP receivers. In the experiments, the proposed method used the
equation in Eq. (2.1) in order to estimate the number of ACK packet losses. On the other hand,
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in order to investigate the effects using the equation inEq. (2.4), we then conducted experiments
using the environment in Fig. 2.8(b) with and without the delayed ACK option. In the situation, the

smoothing factor B in Eq. (2.3) was set to I132.

2.6.2 Evaluation Metric
The effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated from the viewpoint of fairness and bandwidth

utilization by assessing the throughput of each flow, and the index proposed in sect. 2.4.
In order to evaluate fairness and trade-off relationships between fairness and bandwidth utiliza-

tion, sliding window method (SWM) function [63] is applied to the proposed index. The SWM
can give a quantitative measure of an arbitrary metric over a wide range of time scales. Especially,

when using the SWM to measure fairness,

it

has an advantage

of measuring short-term fairness

and long-term fairness at the same time. Intuitively, short-term faimess of a data transmission flow

refers to its ability to provide equitable access to resources to all the contending flows over short
time scales. In contrast, long-term fairness measures the average amount of resources assigned over
a longer time. The SWM function applied to Eq. (2.10) is calculated as

SWM(u):

gz

nDT:t rlw)2 -

2C

DT:, r6(w) +

where trl is a time-window size for evaluating the fairness, and

flow z in

a time-window'u.r. In this chapter, parameter

(2.r2)

2C2

ri(u) is an average

C in Eq. (2.12) is

set to 29.60

throughput of

lMbps] accord-

ing to the theoretical maximum throughput of IEEE SO2.llaWLAN with 1460 [bytes] maximum
transmission unit (MTU) [64].

2.6.3 Evaluation

Results and Discussion

Figure 2.9 presents the average throughput ofupstream and downstream flows, and the total throughput for various ratios of upstream and downstream flows and three types of APs. In this figure

in x-axis denotes that the number of upstream and downstream TCP flows

are

r

,ulrdg

and y, respectively.

The lines in these figures represent total throughput, and the bars represent average throughput of
upstream and downstream flows, respectively. When the bars are the same height,
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perfect fairness between upstream and downstream flows. The average throughput of each flow is
calculated using the amount of data transmitted during 50-180 [seconds] in the experiment. Fig-

ure 2.9 shows that, when at least one upstream flow with TCP Reno exists in the network. the
upstream flows occupy almost all of the network bandwidth, and the downstream flows are starved.

On the other hand, the proposed method can significantly improve the throughput fairness between
upstream and downstream flows, and no flow is starved. Figure 2.9 reveals that the degree of fairness improvement of the proposed method is small when using NEC-AP. The reason for this is
as follows. Flows with the proposed method do not experience RTO when using Buffalo-Ap or
Corega-AP. In contrast, flows with the proposed method experience RTO when using NEC-Ap because the buffer size

of NEC-AP is too small for ten flows to flow. However, even when usins

NEC-AP, the proposed method can avoid starvation of flows.
In terms of total throughput, the total throughput of ten downstream flows with TCP Reno and

with the proposed method are equivalent, regardless of type of AP. This is because ACK packets
are not discarded at the APs and the behavior of TCP with and without the proposed method is

identical. Howeveq comparing the total throughput of the proposed method and TCP Reno when
there exist one or more upstream flows, the former is smaller than the latter. The reason for this is
as

follows. When using TCP Reno, packet transmissions are stopped at TCP-level in the starved

flows. Thus, only a few clients that have a non-starved flow can send packets at the MAClevel,
which produces the low probability of frame collisions. On the other hand, when the proposed
method is used, all ten wireless clients can transmit packets at MAClevel, which results in the high

probability of frame collisions. As

a result, the total throughput decreases when using the proposed

method. Therefore, we should consider a trade-off relationship between fairness and bandwidth
utilization.
Figures 2.10 and

2.ll

show the evaluation results obtained using the proposed metric with

SWM when ten upstream flows exist and when five upstream flows and five downstream flows
coexist, respectively, under the same conditions as

Fig.2.9. When we use Buffalo-AP or NEC-Ap,

the index values of the proposed method are significantly better than that of TCP Reno in terms

of not only long-term fairness but also short-term fairness when one or more upstream flows exist
in the network. On the other hand, the index value of TCP Reno when using Corega-AP is better
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Figure 2.10: Proposed index with SWM when ten upstream flows exist

than that when using the other APs. This is due to the large buffer size of Corega-AP as shown in
Table 2.3. More specifically, as more the buffer size of an AP becomes large, the more packets

of

each flow are maintained at the AP. Because this leads the number of RTO occurred to reduce, the
degree of unfairness is slightly alleviated.

In order to investigate the effect of using the delayed ACK option and using the equation in
E;q. (2.4), we conducted experiments

with and without the delayed ACK option under the environ-

ment shown in Fig.2.8(b). Figure 2.12 shows the average throughput of upstream and downstream

flows and the total throughput for various ratios of upstream and downstream flows in the experimental environment of Fig. 2.8(b) using Buffalo-AP with

a

50 [ms] delay. In Fig.2.12, the results
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Figure 2.11: Proposed index with SWM when five upstream flows and five downstream flows coexist

obtained using and without using the delayed ACK option are labeled as delack and nodelack,

respectively. From the viewpoint of fairness, TCP Reno experiences serious unfairness among
upstream and downstream flows, regardless of the use of the delayed ACK option, whereas the
proposed method significantly improves fairness with or without the delayed ACK option. Fur-

thermore, both the total throughput of TCP Reno and the proposed method increase when using
the delayed ACK option. This is because the delayed ACK option decreases the number of ACK
packets in the WLAN and that consequently increases the number of data packets injected into the

WLAN. Therefore, when using the delayed ACK option, the proposed method can enhance the total
throughput without degrading the improvement in fairness.
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Figure 2.13 shows the evaluation results obtained using the proposed index under the same
conditions as Fig. 2.12. Comparing the index values of the proposed method with and without
using the delayed ACK option, the index value with the delayed ACK option is better than that

without the delayed ACK option. This means that, in the proposed method, the improvements in
bandwidth utilization leads to the improvement in the index values.

2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we first proposed a transport-layer solution for alleviating TCP unfairness in

a

WLAN environment. We then proposed a novel performance metric for evaluating the trade-off relationship between fairness and bandwidth utilization at a network bottleneck. The proposed index
is based on the variations in throughput of concurrent flows and the ideal throughput distribution in

which all flows achieve the same throughput and the network bandwidth is fully utilized.

In order to confirm the basic characteristics of the proposed method, we conducted simulation
experiments. Based on the results of the simulation experiments, we confirmed that the proposed
method can alleviate TCP unfairness among upstream flows and between upstream and downstream
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Figure 2.13: Proposed index with SWM when using Buffalo-AP with a 50 [ms] one-way delay
flows while maintaining low RTT. Through extensive experiments using real WLAN environments

with the products from several vendors, we then confirmed that the proposed method alleviates
TCP unfairness regardless of the vendor of the APs and wireless interface cards. Moreover, the
proposed method with the delayed ACK option enhances the total throughput without degrading
the effectiveness of faimess improvement. Through trade-off evaluations using the proposed metric,

we also demonstrated that the proposed method can achieve

a

markedly better trade-off relationship

between fairness and bandwidth utilization.

Finally, we make mention of directions for the widespread use of the proposed method. To
alleviate TCP unfairness with the proposed method, we need to implement the proposed method to

TCP of all wireless clients that have upstream TCP flows. When TCP flows with and without the
proposed method coexist in a WLAN, TCP unfairness is not alleviated and the proposed method

may decrease its TCP throughput due to the behavior of its congestion control mechanisms. However, such a decrease in TCP throughput can be avoided by adjusting thresh-ack-losses, which is a
parameter of the proposed method. Therefore, one of feasible scenarios to introduce the proposed
method is that the proposed method gradually accommodates to TCP variants on wireless clients

with software updates.

In the future, we intend to evaluate the proposed method in environments that include wired
networks with several traffic scenarios.
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Energy Consumption Models of a Single

TCP Flowin a WLAN
3.1 Introduction
With recent developments in wireless network technologies, the Intemet is increasingly accessed
via IEEE 802.1l-based wireless LANs (WLANs) by using mobile devices, such as mobile phones,
smartphones, laptops, and tablet PCs. Wireless communication through a mobile device can account

up to 50Vo of the device's total energy consumption

ll7-19).

Therefore, there is

a great deal of

interest in reducing the energy consumed through wireless communication, particularly because
most mobile devices are battery-driven.

For energy saving in media access control (MAC) layer protocols, the IEEE 802.11 standard
defines a power saving mode (PSM) [6], as opposed to the mode under normal operation, which

is refered to as the continuously active mode (CAM). Although PSM can significantly reduce
energy consumption,
and latency

it can also degrade network performance characteristics, such

l2l. Many

as throughput

researchers have proposed energy-efficient methods in WLANs [2,27-35].

Some of them achieve high-energy efficiency by mainly modifying MAC protocols. The others are

energy-efficient solutions for the specific applications. In contrast, in this chapter we aim to derive
general-purpose transport-layer solution for energy saving without requiring any modifications for
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wireless network interface (WNI) hardware.

In order to investigate the factors to affect energy consumption of wireless clients in WLANs,
many researchers have constructed energy consumption models for WLAN clients [20-241. Anastasi et al. l2Ol modeled a single wireless client in PSM downloading a file from a server in the
presence of multiple wireless clients. Ergen and Varaiya [21] presented the results of an analysis

of energy consumption during different MAC operations for a wireless client with multiple clients

in a WLAN; they found that 80 Vo of the total energy in saturated situations is wasted. Kuo [22]
modeled the energy consumption of wireless clients based on Markov chain model in a saturated

WLAN. Rantala et al. [23] modeled power consumption of

a

WNI, which consists of the power

consumption of application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) and that of the power amplifier (PA).

Agrawal et al. [24] created a discrete-time Markov chain model of the energy consumption for
TCP transfers in CAM and in PSM in the presence of TCP background traffic. However, most of
the above researches mainly focus on the behavior at only the MAC level and do not consider de-

tailed TCP behavior. Because TCP congestion control mechanisms primarily determine the timing

of packet transmission and reception, analysis of the detailed TCP behavior is necessary to

assess

sleep efficiency at packet interarrivals.

Other researchers modeled energy consumption based on the behavior of the TCP congestion
mechanisms underthe existence

of channel error f25,261. Zorzi and Rao [25] modeled energy

consumption for different TCP versions while considering a two-state Markov model for frame
losses. Vacirca et al. 126l constructed an energy consumption model that consists of combination

of a TCP behavior model and a MAC model under a Rayleigh fading channel. These two models
consider energy consumption for a device activated in CAM. In this chapter, we mainly focus on
the impact of the TCP behavior for sleep efficiency when the WNI sleeps at packet interarrivals.

Therefore, to assess the impact of TCP on sleep efficiency, in this chapter we construct a new
energy consumption model for upstream flow in TCP data transfer over a WLAN. The proposed
model consists of the combination of two layer models: a MAC-level model and a TCP-level model.

In the MAC-level model, the amounts of energy consumed in sending and receiving one data frame
are calculated based on frame exchanges in

CSMA/CA mechanisms. In the TCP-level model, which

is based on the behavior of TCP congestion control mechanisms, the energy consumption in TCP
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data transfer is determined from packet transmission and reception timing, depending on the growth

of the TCP congestion window size. We derive energy consumption models for a device with CAM
and with ideal sleep mode to reveal the sleep efficiency while considering detailed TCP behavior.

Ideal sleep mode implies that a WNI knows the schedules of both the transmission and reception

of

TCP packets such that it can sleep and wake up with exact timing. Furthermore, in order to improve

the sleep efficiency, we propose TCP-level burst transmissionbehavior, which reduces the number
of state transitions between active and sleep modes by transmitting multiple data packets in groups.

Note that we assume that the available bandwidth of the WLAN is larger than that of the wired
network, which is a necessary condition for sleeping at packet interarrivals in the WLAN. In this
situation, frame losses due to collision or channel error are moderate in the WLAN to obtain the
sufficient available bandwidth in the WLAN. Therefore, we consider a simple frame error model in
the WLAN against the above models [25,26].

By comparing the energy consumption between devices with CAM and with ideal sleep mode,
we reveal the upper bound of energy savings under these sleep strategies. We then demonstrate
the energy efficiency of TCP-level burst transmission and discuss the trade-off between energy
efficiency and TCP latency. Finally, we discuss the factors contributing to efficient energy saving

in wireless network devices. Based on this discussion, design guidelines for energy-efficient WNIs
are presented.

The remainder of Chapter 3 is organized as follows. First, we describe the network model and
our assumptions in Sect. 3.2. Then, in Sect. 3.3, our models of energy consumption during TCP data
transfer over a WLAN are introduced. Section 3.4 describes the simulation-based validation for our

models. Section 3.5 shows numerical results of the analysis based on our models, and we discuss
on factors for energy efficiency in Sect. 3.6. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are
presented in Sect. 3.7.
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TCP ACK stream

:刷

Access point

Wireless client

Wired host

Figure 3.1: WLAN environment

3.2

Network Model and Assumptions

Suppose we have a WLAN environment in which a single wireless client associates with an access

point (AP) connected to a host via a wired network (Fig. 3.l)1. In the WLAN, the wireless client
sends a file

of 54 bytes to the wired host by TCP; that is, we consider upstream TCP data transfer.

Note that our model can be easily adjusted to deal with downstream TCP data transfer. In Sect. 3.3,
energy consumption is taken to be from the transmission

reception of the ACK packet for the last packet of the

of the first packet of the file until the

file.

We assume that at the MAC level,

RTS/CTS mechanisms are used by the wireless client when transmitting data frames to the AP,
whereas the AP does not utilize RTS/CTS when transmitting data frames to the wireless client.
Suppose that at the hardware level the WNI has four communication modes

idle or listen, and sleep

-

-

transmit, receive,

and each of these modes has a different power consumption denoted by

Pt, P', Pt, and P", respectively [17]. Furthermore, the WNI consumes power when transiting
between active and sleep modes, and we define

Po'

and P"o as the power consumption when

changing from and to active mode, respectively. The duration of these power consumptions is then
denoted by

T"'and 7"', respectively. In order

to focus on the impact on sleep efficiency by TCP,

we assume ideal sleep mode, which means that a WNI knows the schedules of both the transmission
and reception of TCP packets such that

it can sleep and wake up with exact timing.

We assume that data frames are lost randomly at MAC-level of the WLAN due to channel
error and collisions. In addition, TCP data packets are lost in the wired network due to network
rln this chapter, we do not consider situations in which multiple
clients share a single AP. One of the purposes of this
chapter is to reveal how TCP behavior affects sleep efficiency. Therefore, issues that should be solved at MAC-level,
e.g., collisions and overhearing in the existence ofmultiple clients, are out ofscope ofthis chapter.
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congestion. For simplicity, the probability of frame transmission failures at MAClevel, q, and the

probability of TCP-level packet loss events in the wired network, pt, are given. I-,et p- denotes
the probability of TCP-level packet loss events in the WLAN, which is calculated as p1x
where

N

:

qN+r

is the maximum number of frame retransmissions at MAC-level. Therefore. the TCP

at the wireless client experiences the packet loss events at a probability of p, which is defined

as

p:I-(1-p-)(7-p).
Other assumptions are as follows.

o

No TCP ACK packets are lost in the wired network.

Energy consumption due to retransmission of data packets is not considered because it has a
small impact on sleep efficiency.

TCPlevel burst transmission is achieved by using TCP delayed ACK t531. When the delayed

ACK is used, growth of the TCP congestion window has been reported to be inhibited [65].
In this chapter, we assume that this problem has been resolved.

Unless otherwise noted, we follow the assumptions of Padhye et al. [66] and Cardwell er

al. [67] for TCP congestion control behavior.

3.3

Energy Consumption Models

In this section, we formulate our models which describe expected energy consumed at the WNI of
a wireless client during TCP transfer

of

Sa

bytes data. The behavior of MAC-layer protocols deter-

mines the energy consumption when a single data frame is transmitted and received, whereas the
number of data packets sent and received per RTT is dependent on the behavior ofTCP congestion

control mechanisms. Thus, using the MAC-level model developed in Subsect. 3.3.1, we derive

an

energy consumption model in TCP data transfer in Subsect. 3.3.2.
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AP

輛
dttL
client

(→

From clientto AP with RTS/CTS mechanisms

(b) From AP to client without RTS/CTS
mechanisms

Figure 3.2: Frume exchange in IEEE 802.11 MAC

3.3.1 Energy Consumption during Frame

Exchanges for IEEE 802.11

MAC

We first present a model of energy consumption at the MAC level when a wireless client transmits

or receives one data frame2. Figure 3.2 shows details of the frame exchanges between a wireless
client and an AP. To send one data frame to the AP by using RTS/CTS mechanisms (Fig.3.2(a)),
the wireless client first exchanges RTS/CTS frames after a random backoff time. After that,

it

sends

the data frame and receives the corresponding ACK frame. In contrast, when the AP sends one
data frame to the client using a non-MS/CTS mechanism (Fig. 3.2(b)),

it

sends the data frame

immediately after a random backofftime.

In both of the above sequences, the expected backoff time of ith transmission after (i, - I)
consecutive transmission failures is determined by the following equations:

Ъο(り =θ T77(づ )■ ぁ
ι
/2
where Trlol is the slot time and

CW(i)

consecutive transmission failures. CW

is the contention window sizeof ithtransmission after

(i)

CW^tn

and

CW*o*

are the

(i-I\

is given by

θИくり
レ
フ
Ъれ+1)2t 1‑1,σ ラ
)=min((θ レ
Ъω)
where

(3.1)

(3.2)

minimum and maximum values of the contention window size,

'Since we consider upstream TCP data transfer, TCP data and TCP ACK packets are contained in the data frame sent
from and received at the client, respectively.
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respectively.

From Fig. 3.2(a) and Eq. (3.1), the average time for the wireless client to send one data frame
for the ith transmission, tt (i,), is calculated as follows:
ι
ι (づ )=3角

IFs+TDIFS+助

0(づ )+47+Ъ

郎

+TcW雰 +乃

+r瓢

α

(3.3)

where ?srr,s is the short interframe space (SIFS),TDrFS is the distributed interframe space (DIFS).
お

助 郎 and Ъ

"are the iansmission duration ofthc RTS and CTS iamc,rcspecdvely.r凱
the transmission duration of a data frame, Tag6 is the reception duration of an ACK frame, and r
is the radio propagation delay between the wireless client and the AP.

Similarly, the average time by the wireless client to receive one data frame for the ith transmission,

t"(i),

is

tr(づ

)=ЪIFs+ЪJFs+Ъ ο)+27+rttAttZ
(づ

(3.4)

where rttAiSthereceptiondura■ on of a data frame sentfrom the AR
From Eqs.(3.3)and(3.4),we dC五 VC the expected valucs of ιt(づ )and tr(づ ),dCnOted by Eレ 句
and Eレ r],reSpCCtivcly.Using 9 and

Ⅳ,the

probability that a data■ ame is transmitted t timcs can

bc calculatcd as follows.
＜一

α

＋

Ⅳ

Ⅳ Ⅳ

９

一

ｇ

け

ｒ ｉ
ヽ
く ︱

ヽ
り
・
の

Since the dme in which the tth transmission bccomes successful a■

Σ;=lι ι
O),■ Om

Eq&(3.3),(3.4),and 6.5),E□ and Eレ 句are

Eレ

E[tt]

and

er(,‑1)

Eltrl,

failures is givcn by

g市 cn by

句=Σ ΣttO)00,Eレ 句=Σ Σtrし )の 0・
づ
=1′ =1

Using

(3.5)

(3.6)

̀=1′ =1

we calculate the maximum number of packets injected into the network

per RTT at the TCP-level, which is denoted by Wuap. Now, let rn denote the number of data
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packets sent in a bursty fashion in TCP-level burst transmission. When the delayed ACK is used,
the TCP receiver sends an ACK packet every received

m

data packets. Therefore, when the burst

transmission is used, the number of packets sent per unit time at the TCPlevel is calculated

1l@lttl + E[t']/rn).

Then,W66o is calculated as

ri/m)
「
フ
レ
♭
の=RTT/(Eレ 句+Eレ
where

RTT is average

as

(3.7)

RTT.

Next, we determine the expected energy consumed during transmission (E[etD and reception

(E[.'])

of one data frame. From Fig. 3.2(a) andEq. (3.1), the energy consumption for the ith data

frame transmission after

(i

-

1) failures is obtained by

et(づ )=Pι

(3rs.FS+7brFs+Ъ ο )+47)
(づ

+Pt(Ъ 雰 +r搬 )+Pr(助

"+勁

α ).

(3.8)

In a similar way, the energy consumption for the ith data frame reception after (i, 1) failures is
CrO)=Pι (乃IFS+Ъ

IFS+TBO(づ )+27)+Pι

Using Eqs.(3.5),(3.8),and(3.9),E卜

Eレ

句and

ttα

+Prrも h.

Eレ rl are then calculated as follows:

rし
=Σ Σち
句=Σ Σ♂
し
)の 0,Eレ 句
)90・
t=1′ =1

(3.9)

(3.10)

じ
=1′ =1

3.3.2 Energy Consumption of TCP Data Thansfer

We now construct a TCP-level model of energy consumption during TCP data transfer. Expected
energy consumed during the whole data transfer is calculated by the sum of energy consumption of
each state of a WNI. Thus, the expected energy consumption with CAM during the whole TCP data
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transfer,

E[J.o*], is obtained as
EIttα

where

E[Jtl

and

EIJ')

π]=El」tl+EIJr]+E[4α π

(3.11)

]

are the expected energy consumed in transmission and reception

packets, respectively, and

of TCP

E[JI"r*]is the expected energy consumption during the duration in which

no packet is sent nor received, which is referred to as idle duration. On the other hand, the expected

energy consumption with sleeping during the whole TCP data transfer,

ElJaupl, is given by

E[み たer]=EI」 ι]+EIJr]+El理 Jc甲 ]+EIJSl+EIJStl

(3.12)

where EI理 たepl iS the cxpcctcd energy consumption du五 ng thc idle duration,EIJSI iS thC CXpected
encrgy consumpdon du五 ng sleep mode,and EIJStl iS the expectcd cnergy consumed due to statc
transitions between activc and sleep modcs.

In what follows, we derive each term in Eqs. (3.11) and (3.12)by utilizing TCP analysis models [66, 671. Padhye et al. 166] formulated the average TCP throughput analyzed based on the
detailed behavior of TCP congestion control mechanisms. By extending [66], Cardwell et aI. 167l

derive the expected TCP latency of finite-size data transfer. The derivations of both models are
based on around that starts when the first packet of a window is transmitted and ends when the
corresponding ACK packet is received. Note that a round makes a RTT. We determine the terms in
Eqs. (3.11)and (3.12)by usingtheexpectednumberof roundsduringthedatatransferof Sabytes

which is derived in [66,67].

In the following analysis,in Subsect.3.3.2.l we flrst follllulate the numbcr of rounds required

ι

fOr tt bytes data transf∝ Wethen derivcEl」 l and EIJrlin subSect.3.3.2.2.In addition,E14α

ml

and E14た epl are formulated in Subscct.3.3.2.3.Subsections 3.3.2.4 and 3.3.2.5 show the de五

va―

tions of

ElJ"l

and

EIJ"tl, respectively. Finally, we formulate

the increase in data transfer latency

when bust transmission is used in Subsect. 3.3.2.6.
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Figure 3.3: An example of evolution of congestion window size

3.3.2.1 Number of Rounds during TCP Data TFansfer
In TCP data transfer, the number of packets sent per round is determined by the growth of the TCP
congestion window size. Figure 3.3 depicts the typical evolution of the congestion window size of a
TCP connection from the beginning of the transmission. The data transfer starts with the initial slow
start phase that ends due to the occurrence of a packet loss event. After that, data packets are sent

in the steady phase until the data transfer ends. TCP continues increasing its congestion window
size until a packet loss event is detected and decreases

it after detecting the packet loss event. The

packet loss events are detected either by triple duplicate ACK packets or by retransmission timeouts

(RTOs). Here, we define a triple duplicate (TD) period as the duration between two consecutive
packet loss events detected by triple duplicate ACK packets. Further, the duration of a sequence of

RTO is referred to as a timeout (TO) period. In the steady phase, we can observe one TO period
appears after multiple

TD periods, and this sequence appears repeatedly [66]. Here, we define

a

cycle as the duration between two consecutive packet loss events detected by RTOs. Then, the
steady phase is constructed by multiple cycles.

We mainly follow the TCP latency formulations derived in [66,67] to calculate the expected
number of rounds required for the whole data transfer. Here, let E[rq] and ,E[rn] denote the expected
numbers
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Then, the expected number of rounds during the whole data transfer is obtained as (Efral +

Referto 3.Aforthe derivations of

Elral

and

E[rr].

Elrr)).

However, t66,671assume situations in which the

packets sent per round is constrained by the maximum window size, whereas we assume situations

in which the packets sent per round is constrained by the wireless network bandwidth. Due to this,
we modify some equations in [66,67].

The modification of the constraint affects the evolution of the congestion window size. When
the number of packets sent per round is constrained by the maximum window size, the evolution of
the congestion window size stops when the congestion window size reaches the maximum window

size. However, when the number of packets sent per round is constrained by the wireless network
bandwidth, the congestion window continues increasing while the number of packets injected into
the network is limited by the bandwidth. In the following, considering the above situations, we
derive the expected numbers of rounds during the data transfer of the initial slow start phase (.8[r"r])
and during the TD period
We first derive

(ElruD.

E[r,"). Elr*]

can be obtained simply by replacing the term of maximum win-

dow size of the equation derived in[67] withW64o,
ｉ
く
ｌ
ｋ

where

10g2 (鼎

Efd*l

10g2(ギ

堕
浄
∵
)

is calculated as

１
ハ・ノ ー
＋
＋

ｒ

EIrssi

Elr,"]

ifEIン フ
Ъsl≦

ラ
フ
ib″
(3.13)

+7場 (Eμ ]‑2%の +υ l)OthCr宙 SC

is the expected number of packets sent during the initial slow start phase and'u.r1 is

the initial window size.

We then calculate

Elrral. Let ElWl

be the expected window size when a packet loss event

occurs in the TD period. Then, the number of packets sent per round is dependent on the relation

between

ElWl andW64r,thereby changing Elrta].Therefore,

three cases:

ElWl <

Wuap, Wbdp

< E[Wl

I

2Wua,p, and 2W6ao

Elrtal: @[Wllz+ 1) t66]. WhenW66, < ElWl {
per round increases trom

ElWll2

< EIW].

When

ElWl 3

Wuae,

2W66p, the expected number of packets sent

up to W64r, and after that,

ends. On the other hand, when 2Wuap

we obtain Elrra) by dividing into

it is fixed toW6so until the TD period

< EIWI, it is constantly W66, for all rounds. Following
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calculation processes 1661, Elrtal is calculated
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︼
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Ｅ
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otherwisc.

3.3.2.2 Energy Consumption of Packet Thansmission and Reception
Let Efnt] and Efnr) denote the expected number of packets sent and received during the data
transfer of Sa bytes, respectively. Then,

EIJI]

and

E[J,]

are obtained as

E[Jι ]=E[η tlEIθ 句,EI」 r]=E12riEIer]・

(3.15)

For simplicity, the number of retransmitted packets is not counted. Then, E[nt] is givenby 56l
$
where ,$ is the TCP data packet size. On the other hand, the number of received packets equals
that of received ACK packets, which depends on timing of the occurrence of packet loss events.
Therefore,

Efn'l

is calculated as follows.

I'et Efn[] and Elni] denote the expected numbers of ACK packets received during the initial
slow start phase and during the steady phase, respectively. Then,
We next determine

ElW"']

Elnt].In

the

Eln

l:

nln[) + E[n\).

initial slow start phase, E[d""] data packets

be the expected window size when a packet loss event occurs in the

are transmitted.

Let

initial slow start phase.

When packet loss events are detected by triple duplicate ACK packets, we assume that ElWrr)12 ot

Eld"'l

data packets are lost averagely3. In contrast, when packet loss events are detected by RTOs,

EIW"]

data packets are lost. When rn data packets are sent in a bursty fashion at a time by using

the delayed ACK, the TCP sender receives an ACK packet every nx data packets sent from it. From
the above discussion, in a similar way to the calculation process for Eq. (3.50),

Eレ 創=(Eμ J― 亀
s(1+の (EI嘱 』
,勁
3This
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)ル

E[n[]

is obtained

as

(3.16)
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where Q@,p) is the probability that a packet loss is detected by a RTO as functions of window
size

u

and probability of packet loss events

p

and

l*

is the probability that at least one packet is

lost in the initial slow start phase.
Similarly, E[ni]isobtained as follows. E[W]/2packets
the TD period are lost averagely. Thus,

(?

* (? + ElWl) packets sent during

+ EtWl/2) ACK

period. According to the calculation process for Eq. (3.60),

Elnil

packets are received in the TD

is calculated

as

』
到
J(∵ +響 )鳥
到
π
嘲=馴Ъ

(3.17)

where Eln"u"t"] is the expected number of cycles in the steady phase and

Eln) is the

expected

number of TD periods in a cycle.

3.3.2.3 Energy Consumption during ldle Duration

E14α π
]and El理 た
り]arc calcultted by multiplying PZ by the expcctcd length of idle duradon

states from thc,xpected duration of thc whole data transfcL EIrdJ]・

As a result,E14α

πl and

EIttJeη l areObtainedas

翻 E「 ―E『
EF視 湖=ノ
句
η),
(E『 l―
E「 句 E『 判一E『 刊―Erう
Ettι e」 =ノ
OITalll―

where EIT'1,

EIT'\, ElT"l,

and

ElT"tl

(3.18)
(3.19)

are the expected duration of packet transmission, of packet

reception, of sleeping, and of state transitions during the whole data transfer, respectively. -E[?"]
and

EIT'I)

are derived in Subsects. 3.3.2.4 and3.3.2.5, respectively.

EITttι ],EIrtl and E[rrl are obtaincd as follclws.EITttι l iS de五 ved as

ElT"t\:

RTT

'{Elrd+

Elrrl}

'

(3.20)
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Figure 3.4: Packet sequence of transmission and reception and state transitions of WNI where

wn:5

In a similar form to Eq. (3.15),

EITI]

ElTtl

:

and

E[T'l

are

written by

ElntlElttl, EIT'I : E[n']E[t',1.

3,3.2.4 Energy Consumption during

(3.2r)

Sleep Duration

In this subsection, we derive .E[J"] based on a bottom-up approach. Figure 3.4 represents the
packet sequence of transmission and reception, and state transitions of WNI in one round when
rDk

:

5 where wp is the congestion window size of the kth round in either the initial slow start

phase or the TD period of the steady phase. Note that sleeping with

m:

1 means sleeping

without

burst transmission. In an interarrival time of ACK packets that arrive at the WNI of the client, m
data packets are sent and a single ACK packet is received. Then, the idle duration is obtained by
subtracting packet transmission and reception times from the interarrival time. Furthermore, sub-

tracting the time for state transitions between active and sleep modes, we can obtain sleep duration
in the interarrival time of ACK packets.
We first consider an interarrival time of ACK packets. With the delayed ACK, the number of
interarrivals of ACK packets in the kth round is

l.n:

lm1. Assuming ACK packets in a window

are arrived at the client at equal intervals, an interarrival time of ACK packets, t"
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αλ
̲1/m].
ι
ん
(υ )=RTT/「 υ

(3.22)

Hcrc,1〃 んfor the data transfcr of thc initial slow start phase and for the TD pc五 od are denoted by

α
υポand υガ
,reSpecuvelゝ

which are given by
Ｉ

ifた

2t11

り iS=
2た

=0
(3.23)

lol

otherwlsc,

Ｉ

α=
υ〔

E17]/2

ifた

EIT771/2+た

‑1

=0
(3.24)

otherwlsc.

We now determine the expected sleep duration at one interarrival time of ACK packets. Note

that we consider that the WNI can sleep only when the time for state transitions between active
and sleep modes is longer than the idle duration at an interarrival time of ACK packets. As shown

in Fig. 3.4, m data packets are sent and an ACK packet is received at an interarrival time of ACK
packets except for the last interarrival time of ACK packets. For simplicity, we regard the number

of packets sent in the last interarrival time of ACK packets in one round

in the

as the same as that

other interarrival times of ACK packets. As a result, the expected duration that the WNI sleeps at
an interarrival time of ACK packets,

Elt" (wp)1, is calculated

Eレ S(ttlん )]=[tα

(υ

as

tl―
Eレ r]̲ι St]+
ん
)一 πEレ

whcrc"+=max(0,")and tSι =rα S+TSα

(3.25)

.

To derive the expected sleep duration of each phase, we determine the expected sleep duration

of data transfer and that of packet loss events. Using Eq. (3.25), we derive the expected

sleep

duration from the first round to the round in which a packet loss event occurs. Since the number
interarrivals of ACK packets in the kth round

is

lrn-rl*1,

of

the expected sleep duration from the
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arst to the rth rounds,Eレ

,(γ ,υ

ん
)l,iS

Eft"ae,

where

r : E[r""]

w

Obtained as

ill

:

T

> lTl

for the initial slow start phase

and

r

:

Elt" (w

(3.26)

1,)l

Elrral for the TD period.

In the round in which a packet loss cventiS dctected,thc number of ACK packets rcceived at
the client is dependcnt on which packet in the window is actually lost. When a packet loss cvent

is detected by triple duplictte ACK packets,in averagc,the idle duradon of RTT/2 occurs aier

「υr/m]/2

ACK packets arc received.Therefore,the expectcd sleep duradon in the round in which

a packet loss eventis dctected by triple duplicate ACK packets,Eレ

坤 XЪ 硼

=7咽

)],iS
物(r,υ た

Calculated as

吻瑚 +陣 T72‑州 +

(3.27)

On the other hand,du五 ng the duration of a scquence of RTOs,E[RI data packets arc sent
whereas no ACK packctis received.Wc here assume that WNI can always sleep atidlc duration of
the round becausc the idle duration is largcr enough than tSt.Thcn,the expcctcd s16ep dura直 ion of

a sequcnce of RTOs,Eレ %],iS giVen by
Eレ カ]=RTT・

E[rι ol―

E[RI(Eレ ι]+ι St).

(3.28)

whcre Elrt。 ]iS the expected number ofrounds during a sequcnce of RTOs.

Using Eqs. (3.26)-(3.28), we derive the expected sleep duration during the initial slow start
phase and during the steady phase, which are denoted by

way to the calculation in Eq. (3.50), E[ta] is obtained

Eレ (I=Eレ

,(rss,2tliS)]+ι

E[ta]

and

Eftrl, respectively. In a similar

as

ss((1‑の (Eル レЪsI,p))Eレ ね (rss,υ iS)]

+Q(EIン フ
tsl,p)Eレ λ
]).
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Similarl"h tte samc manner as the c」 cJation in Eq.(3.60),Eレ 刷ヽC」 Culated as

Eレ η]=EIη cν de]× {E[η l(Eレ 3(γ ta,olα )]+Eレ L(rtd,υ ″ )1)+Eレ %]}・

Consequently,

ElJ"l

and

EIT'I

EIJ'I

3.3.2.5 Energy Consumption

are obtained as

: P" ' EIT'\, EIT'\: Eltel + Elt,).

WNI

(3.31)

due to State Tfansitions

In a similar way to Subsect. 3.3.2.4, we determine
the condition the

(3.30)

ElJ"tl

based on a bottom-up approach. From

sleeps during the idle duration discussed

in Subsect. 3.3.2.4, the expected

number of state transitions between active and sleep modes at an interarrival time of ACK packets,

Eln"t(wp)], is given by
１

if tα
０

λ)]

ｒ ｌ
ヽ
く ︱

EIπ

St(υ

(υ

r]+ι St
λ
)>鶴 Eレ tl+Eレ

(3.32)

otherwise

Therefore, the expected number of state transitions from the first to the rth rounds,EIη 」
)1,
(r,υ ん
is calculated as

υ
ん1lEぱ い
副
」 胡=Σ「

Eレ 0,υ

(3.33)

λ=1

On the othcr hand,the expected number of state transitions during thc round in which a packetloss
cvcnt is detected by triple duplicatc ACK packcts,E[η 蕩(r,υ ん
)],iS Obtained as

喝

仁剣

=7到

が 回 +げ

(3.34)
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whcre ηit rcpresents the number of statc transitions at the last intera」 val time of ACK packets,
which is given by

ダ
={:1驚 刈
げ

In contrast,because the state transidons occur E[Rl times du五

(3.35)

ng thc duradon of a sequence of

RTOs,the expected number of state transitions du五 ng the duradon of a scquence of RTOs,E[η
誌],
is calculated as

EIη %]=EIRl

(3.36)

Lct EIη l and EInギ l denote thc cxpected numbers of state transidons du五 ng the initial s10w
:ι
start phasc and du五 ng the stcady phase,respectively.Following thc calculation for Eqs.(3.50)and

ギ

ざ

(3.60),ushg Eqs.(3.33)―(3.36),Eレ land Eレ laК de五 vcd asお Hows:
EIη ]=E[η 」
(rss,υ ぎ
lsl,p))EIη 務
)]+ι ss((1‑の (E[フ レ
(rss,υ が
)]
:ι

+の (Elフ レ
Ъ
sl,p)EIη 誌
I),
EIη ]=EIη cν del× {EIη I(EIη 」(γ ι
d,ttlttα )]+EIR蕩
ギ

Using Eqs. (3.37) and (3.38),

ElJnl

EIJStl=(E[η

:ι

and

ElT"tl

]+E[η

(rι

(3.37)

α,υ :α )])+Elη 力1)

(3.38)

are calculared as

ギ 1)(Pα

STα S+PSarSα

EITStl=(EIη I+EIη ギ1)ι ・
6ι

:ι

),

(3.39)
(3.40)

3.3.2.6 fncrease in Data Thansfer Latency by Burst Thansmission
In this subsection, we consider a disadvantage of burst transmission-the increase in the data trans-

fer latency. For simplicity, we assume that the expected window size is less than W6ao and that
the duration of a sequence of RTOs is ignored because they have little influence on the increase in
latency with burst transmission. With delayed ACK, the TCP receiver does not send an ACK packet
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until m data packets are received or the delayed ACK timer expires. Due to this waiting period,
burst transmission achieved by the delayed ACK increases the latency in the whole data transfer.

Assuming that data packets sent in a bursty fashion are received at the TCP receiver at equal
intervals due to the background traffic in the wired network, the RTT observed at the TCP sender
is increased averagely by

(* -

DRTT, /(tD|-rtu6). Consequently,

Eff"ul

with delayed ACK,

Eli "ul(rn),is obtained as
鶴

0=OTT・

刺

一

一

⇒
赫

+OTT・ l鶴

←

誌

刊器 )嚇

D馴

(3.41)

3.4 Model Validation
In this section, to confirm the accuracy of our model, we compare results of analysis with that of
simulation experiments. The energy efficiency of the proposed method is dependent on the total
sleep duration and the number

of state transitions between active and sleep modes. This implies

that we can confirm the accuracy of our model by comparing interarrival time of ACK packets

of

our model and simulations. Therefore, we focus on the distribution of interarrival time of ACK
packets at TCP of the client in our analysis model and simulation results.

3.4.1 Parameter

Settings of Simulation and Analysis

We conduct simulations with ns-2.35 [52]. We assume a simple WLAN environment in Fig. 3.5

in which two end-hosts are added to the network in Fig. 3.1 to control the background traffic in
the wired network. In the WLAN, a wireless client, which associates the AR sends data to the
wired host by TCP. The TCP sender keeps sending data during the simulation. The bottleneck link
between routers

A and B has 30 lMbps] of physical bandwidth and 50 [ms] of one-way delay. To

control the congestion level of the bottleneck link at the wired network, the UDP sender sends UDP
constant bit rate (CBR) traffic to the UDP receiver as cross traffic. One-way delays of all links in
the wired network except for the bottleneck link are set to small enough. We set the probability (g)
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J.イ

MO′ι′1/a′ :da″ οれ

30 Mbps

UDP sender

UDP receiver

Figure 3.5: WLAN environment for ns-2 simulation
of transmission failures at MAC level to 0.3. which is intended for a moderate loss rate.
Because our model requires both average RTT and the probability (p) of packet loss events, we
need to determine them. Since the one-way delay of the bottleneck link is 50 [ms], we set

100 [ms] for our model. p is calculated by solving Eq. (3.57)

throughput

EIR*)

[Mbps],

ElWl

RTT

to

forp. Now, giving the expected TCP

canbe calculated

trtwtr :
"1"

E[Rrco]' RTT x 10242
8 x 1500

(3.42)

Note that E[Rt"p] is calculated by subtracting the rate of cross traffic from the bandwidth of bottleneck link. For example, for 20 Mbps cross traffic, E[Rt.p] is

3.4.2 Validation

l0 Mbps.

Results

Figure 3.6 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of interarrival time of ACK packets
for the various values of rn, which is the number of packets sent in a bursty fashion, when the rate
of cross traffic is 20 [Mbps]. Note that regardless of the rate of cross traffic, the overall tendencies
are almost identical.

We can see in Fig. 3.6 that, regardless of the values of m, the distribution of interarrival time

of ACK packets obtained by the analysis is reasonably well matched at that by the simulation.
However, our model slightly over-estimates interarrival time of ACK packets. The reason for this is
as

follows. In our model, we assume that ACK packets arrives at the client with equal intervals in

a RTT, whereas
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(d)π

=4

altime of ACK packets where the ratc of cross traf6c ls 20

Mbps

window size decreases. Thus, the interarrival time of ACK packets in the simulation are distributed
to the smaller than that in the analysis.

In order to

assess the effects of the rate

of cross traffic, we present the average interarrival time

of ACK packets, which are calculated from the distribution of interarrival time of ACK packets, for
a variety

of the rate of cross traffic in Table 3.1, when rn

are almost identical regardless of the values of

:

1. Note that the tendencies of results

rn. When the rate of cross traffic is 25 [Mbps] or

less, the average interarrival times of analysis are close to simulation results. However, the average

interarrival times of analysis become under-estimated as the rate of cross traffic increases. This
is because our analysis model assumes that packet loss events occur independently on each other,
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Thble 3.1: Average interarrival time of ACK packets for simulation and analysis at a variety of the
rate of cross traffic
Rate of cross

Avg. interarrival time of ACKs [ms]

Relative

traffic [Mbps]

Silnulation

Analysis

enor

12

0.898

0.954

t.57

r.66

2.03
3.50

1.97

20
22
25

28
29

11.35
54.7

fVof

6.23
5.26
3.03
8.92

3.19
7.59
21.6

33.7

60.6

whereas in the simulation packet loss events are apt to occur repeatedly. This difference affects the

frequency of RTOs especially when the cross traffic is large.
From the above discussion we conclude that our model is reasonablv validated when the congestion level is moderate in the wired network.

3.5

Discussions with Analysis Results

In this section, we

assess the energy efficiency of TCP data transfer

with and without burst trans-

mission by means of the energy consumption model described in sect. 3.3.

3.5.1 Parameter

Settings and Evaluation Metrics

We consider TCP data transfer of a 10

tMBl file from the wireless client to the wired host in Fig. 3.1,

by using an IEEE 802.lla WLAN. The WLAN parameters of IEEE So2.llaare summari zed inTa-

ble 3.2. To calculate radio propagation delay in Eqs. (3.8) and (3.9), we assume that the wireless
client is located four meters from the AP. From a data sheet for a WNI implemented by the Atheros
AR5004 chip [1], we set Pt,

P', PI, andPs to the values shown in Table 3.3. Following Krashinsky

and Balakrishnan f2), who measured power consumption in a specific WNI to determine consump-

tion during transition from active to sleep modes and vice versa, we set Pas

: Pl and P"o :

pt.

Moreover, To" andT"o are set equal to 1 [pls] and 1 [ms], respectively, in accordance with Andren
et al.

[3]' The TCP data and TCP ACK packet sizes are set equal to 1500 [bytes]
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Table 3.2: WLAN parameters
Valuc

Value

Name

Data rate

54 Mbps

Slot tilne

9 tts

PLCP preamble
MAC header
LLC header

Name

SIFS

16

1ts

DIFS

34

1ts

CW^tn
CW*o,

1.4

w

1ts

24bytes
8 bytes
15

1023

of Atheros AR5004

Table 3.3: Power
Pτ

16

Pr
0.9

w

Pι

0.8

w

PS

[

0.016W

respectively. Unless otherwise noted, we set qto 0.3, which means we assume a moderate frame
loss rate.

In Subsect. 3.5.2, we evaluate energy efficiency and trade-off relationships between energy
efficiency and TCP latency in TCP burst transmission. To assess the energy efficiency, we use two
metrics: energy consumptions, which are given by Eqs. (3.11) and (3.I2), and energy consumption

ratio,which is defined

as

Reπ eη

m]・
y=EI晃 ι
cの 1/EI島 α

(3.43)

On the other hand, to evaluate the trade-off relationships, we use TCP transfer latency, which is
obtained by Eq. (3.4I), in addition to energy consumption ratio.

3.5.2 Numerical

Results

3.5.2.1 Fundamental Characteristics of Sleeping
To assess the maximum potential energy saving is attained by sleeping, we first show energy consumption with CAM and with sleeping without burst transmission (rn

:

1) in Fig.3.7. The r-axis

in this figure denotes the probability (p) of the packet loss events. We plot the results with various
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Figure 3.7: Energy consumption for the complete data transfer
values of R.TT.

We see that energy consumption decreases as RT'I decreases regardless of whether or not
sleeping is utilized. This is due to the transfer latency for the whole data becoming small as
decreases. Comparing the results for

RTT

CAM and for sleeping, when p is small, the energy consump-

tions with CAM and with sleeping are almost identical. For small p, the average congestion window
size becomes large, thereby shortening the idle duration at packet interarrivals. Consequently, the

WNI cannot sleep at the idle duration. In contrast, for large p, energy consumption with sleeping
becomes significantly smaller than that with CAM because the WNI can sleep at all idle duration
that occupies a large portion of the transfer latency.

In order to assess the impact on energy consumption due to packet losses at the WLAN, we
compare the energy consumption for varying the probability (q) of frame transmission failures at

MAC-level. To this end, we depict the energy consumption ratios
q from 0 to 0.7 in Fig. 3.8, when

as a

function of p for varying

RTT=|}O [ms]. Note that q : 0 means the situation in which

packet loss events occur only in the wired network, and that we change

p. We see that energy consumption ratio with

pl to control the value of

a certain value of p increases slightly as q increase.

As q increases, the expected time in which one data frame is sent or received becomes longer due

to increased frame retransmissions, resulting in the shorter sleep duration at packet interarrivals.
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Figure 3.8: Energy consumption ratio for varying g when R??=100 [ms]
However, the increase in energy consumption due to the shortened sleep duration has a small portion

of the total energy consumption. Therefore, the increase in q has a small impact on the sleep
efficiency.
From the above results, we conclude that energy consumption is largely affected by

RTT

and p,

which are dominantly determined by wired part of the network. This implies the importance of the
analysis of both of wired and wireless parts of the network path to understand the energy efficiency.

3.5.2.2 Energy Efficiency of Burst Thansmission
Figure 3.9 shows the distribution of the energy consumption ratio as functions of

m: |

(Fig. 3.9(a)) and

m:

RTT

and p with

5 (Fig. 3.9(b)). Comparing Figs. 3.9(a) and 3.9(b), the energy

consumption ratio is reduced for the most part with the introduction of burst transmission. In
particular, energy efficiency improves significantly with burst transmission when RTT orp is small.
When

R??

or p is small, energy consumption due to state transitions account a relatively large

portion of the total energy consumption. The burst transmission can reduce the number of state
transitions, thereby reducing the energy consumed due to state transitions.

Figure 3.10 shows the energy consumption ratio as a function of p for various values of rn,
when R7?=100 [ms]. When

p

:

0.001, sleeping with rn

:

1 can reduce only about

l0

7o

of
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Figure 3.10: Energy efficiency of burst transmission when RTT=100 [ms]

energy consumption with CAM, whereas sleeping with rn

:

5 can reduce further 50 7o. Although

energy efficiency increases as rn increases, the additional energy saving diminishes, implying that
good energy efficiency can be obtained with a small value of rn.

3.5.2.3 TFade-off Relationships between Energy Efficiency and Data Thansfer Latency
To evaluate trade-off relationships between energy efficiency and data transfer latency, we present
the energy efficiency and transferlatency as a function of rn in

Figs.3.1l and3.l2,

respectively.

We can observe that the latency increases linearly while the energy efficiency converges to a

constant. When

R?7

is large, energy efficiency is high even without burst transmission and

it

increases slightly as rn increases, whereas the transfer latency increases largely compared to that

without burst transmission (m
significantly

as

:

1). Conversely, when RTT is small, energy efficiency improves

rn increases, whereas the transfer latency increase slightly from that without burst

transmission. This result means that burst transmission is suitable for energy saving when ,R?7 is
small.
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Figure 3.1 1: Energy efficiency as a function of rn when p
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3.5.2.4 Summary
From the above discussion, we draw the following conclusions. When the probability of packet loss
events is large, sleeping without burst transmission is effective for achieving good energy efficiency.

As the probability of packet loss events becomes smaller, burst transmission is more effective for
reducing energy consumption. However, for large RTT, further reduction of energy consumption
becomes small while the latency increases largely. In contrast, for small RTT, further energy reduc-

tion becomes large with increasing moderate delay.

3.6 WNI Factors for Energy Saving
In this section, we discuss the effects of WNI parameters on energy saving characteristics. For this
pu{pose, we compare the energy reductions achieved by varying WNI parameter values.

We first derive the energy reduction by sleeping. From the equations in Subsect. 3.3.2, the
expected energy consumptions with CAM and with sleeping during one
and

EIJ[f!""], respectively,
E lJ

EI;‰

ElJffil

are derived as

:w k E let I + N "t E le' I + et (ar r -

hl

RIT, denoted ay

w

p

E ftt )

-

N't E lt' D,

(3.44)

StEレ r]+PSNSι Eレ S(υ
ん)]
]=υ んE卜 句 +Ⅳ

- weE[ttl - N"t(E[t'l + E[t"(wd]To" +7""))
+ (P"'7"' + P""T'")N"tEln't(tup)l
+ P|(RTT

where ly'sr

(3.45)

: lw*tlmf . For simplicity, we assume all idle duration in which the WNI can sleep.

By subtracung El√ :茂 p]針Om E[〕撫

],We thCn obtain thc cnergy reduction achieved by slceping

during one RTT:

EI」 脇

l―

EIJ‰

]=(PJ― P6)Ⅳ

Sι

Eレ '(υ ん)l

一{ギ ー
均r

+ば れノ
ロ}Ⅳ t

(3.46)

We now analyze the impact of WNI parameters on energy consumption by varying each in tum
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while keeping the others fixed. The WNI parameters, apart from that being varied, are set equal to
the values shown in Table 3.3.

Figures 3.13(a) and 3.13(b) show the energy reductions achieved for changing power consump-

tion and transition time, respectively. The r-axes in these figures represent the multiplier applied

to the original WNI parameter value. Thus, when the multiplier is one, the energy reduction is
achieved for the values in Table 3.3. The multiplier that is smaller than one means that power con-

sumption and transition time of each mode improve by the development in RF circuit design. We
also plot results of the multiplier that is larger than one to find the maximum multiplier such that

the value of each mode is small enough to reduce further energy consumption. Note that in these
figures,

E[t"(wp)): 100 [ms] and ly'st :

20.

From Fig. 3.13(a), energy reduction is almost unchanged by the reduction of

Ps

and Pas,

implying that the values of these parameters are aheady sufficiently small. In contrast, as p"o
decreases, energy reduction increases until the multiplier is approximately 0.05. Likewise, from

Fig. 3'13(b), energy reduction is constant with decreasingTo", whereas an increase is found when
?sa decreases. However, no further reduction in energy reduction is found when the multiplier of
T"o becomes less than 0.05, in common with P"". This agreement in the multiplier is because the
power consumption and transition time of state transitions affect the energy reduction to the same
degree.

Thus, we see that there are criticql multipliers for each WNI parameter, below which no further
energy reduction is found. From Figs. 3.13(a) and 3.13(b), we can see that the critical multipliers

for P", Po" , Pto, and T"a are around 1, 100, 0.05, and 0.05, respectively. The critical multiplier
for To" can be selected any values since Po"

:

PJ, so we set the critical multiplier for Tas to 100

as same as that for Po".

We can use these critical multipliers to obtain conditions on WNI parameter values for achieving

satisfactory energy reduction. For Ps, according to Eq. (3.46), the degree of energy reduction by
sleeping is determined dominantly by the difference between
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Figure 3.13: Energy reductions for changing WNI parameters
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original values of PJ and Ps, the power consumption in sleep mode is sufficiently small
０
一
５

Ｐ

１

ノ
≦
Ψ
「

if
(3.47)

Conversely, because energy reduction is affected to the same degree by the power consumption
caused

by state transitions and by transition time, we derive conditions for the product of power

consumption and transition time. From the ratios of the original values and the critical values, we
find the following conditions:

Pα

STα S千
:1:」

PSα TSα ≦

PJ× 10 6× 100′υ 」
Pι × 10 4,

(3.48)

× lo 3× 0.05′ υ 」
PJ× 10 4

(3.49)

Pι

:(￨」

We can thus design energy-efficient WNIs for TCP data transfer by using WNI parameter values

that are sufficiently small compared with the power consumption in listen mode. Specifically, we
can develop more efficient WNIs by reducing WNI parameters in descending order of the difference

between the current value of the parameters and the values given by the conditions in Eqs. (3.47),
(3.48), and (3.49).

3.7 Summary
In this chapter, we have proposed new models for describing the energy consumption of TCp data
transfer in a WLAN environment for a wireless client in CAM and in ideal sleep mode when com-

bined with burst transmission. Burst transmission is realized by using TCP delayed ACK. Numer-

ical analyses based on our model showed that, when the probability of packet loss events is large,
sleeping without burst transmission is an effective mechanism for energy saving. However, when
the probability of packet loss events is small, burst transmission becomes increasingly imponant.

Furthermore, when RTT or the probability of packet loss events are small, burst transmission can
reduce energy consumption with increasing moderate delay. Conditions for each WNI parameter
are also determined to design energy-efficient WNIs.
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Finally, we make mention of the remained issues of this chapter. In this chapter, we derived the
energy consumption models based on some strong assumptions. For example, we assumed that a
wireless client knows timing of packet transmissions and receptions, and it can sleep at idle duration

with exact timing. These assumptions are not feasible in a typical WLAN. Note that we believe that
knowledge obtained in this chapter is applied to real WLAN environments if we can control timing

ofpacket receptions at a wireless client. The above issues are addressed in Chapter 4.

Appendix 3.A

Derivation of Number of Rounds during TCP Data Trans'

fer
In what follows, we formulate E[rq]

and

Elrr].

We first determine E[r<]. Following [67],

Elrlis

calculated as

「ssI,p)E[rt。
EIγ (1=EIrssl+ι ss((1‑0(EI″ issl,p))+の (EIフ レ
ι
ss,の (υ ,p),and

1)・

(3.50)

E17ssl are de五 vcd as

(3.51)

α鶴勁 =面 n(

→
,

EIフレ
Ъ
s]=(EIα ssI+υ l)/2.

is given by

Eqs. (3.51)-(3.54) canbe found

ｒ ｉ
ｋ
く ｌ

EIα ssI ̲lnlll

(3.53)

ν丁

E[d*]

ら)(1‑p)

1‑(1‑

(3.52)

+1,号

(3.54)
}・

int67l. Using results in [67],
σ(p)Ъ
]= 1‑p RTT

Elrι 。

E[rr]

is obtained by

(3.55)
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where ?6 is the length of a RTO and G(p)
We can determine

Elrrlby

: 1 * p -f 2p2 + 4p3 + gp4 + l6ps _t 82p6.

utilizing the analysis results in [66]. From Fig. 3.3, in one cycle of

the steady phase, multiple TD periods occur before a TO period occurs. Therefore, the expected
number of data packets sent during acycle is given by

(Eln)E[Y] + A1A1; where E[y]

and E[rB] is

the expected number ofdata packets sent during a TD period and during a TO period, respectively.

ElYl

E[W]

and

and

ElRl

Eln]

are obrained as

E[Y]:+.8[w], EIRI:+

(3.56)

E17]=1+ν /8(1‑p)/(秒 )+1,

(3.57)

are given by

Eレ]=1/C(E[″ l,P).

(3.58)

Eqs. (3.56) and (3.58) are found in [66].
Since the expected number

of packets sent during the steady phase is (sal$

-

Eld,r"]), the

number of cycles during the steady phase is calculated as

EIη cυ cた I=(島 /8‑EIα ssl)/(EIRIElyI+EIRI).

Consequently,wecanobtaintheexpectednumberofroundsduringacycle
Using the above notations,

as(E[n]E[r1a]+Elr6]1.

Efrr] is calculated as
EIrη ]=EIη cν cJel(E[η ]E[rι dl+EIγ ι
。

1).
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Chapter 4

SCTP Tunneling: A Transport-Layer

Solution to Reduce Energy
Consumption in a WLAN
4.1 Introduction
Owing to recent developments in wireless network technologies, the Intemet is increasingly accessed by using mobile devices such as smartphones, laptops, and tablet PCs. Wireless communi-

cation accounts for a large portion of energy consumption in mobile devices. For example, wireless
communication via a IEEE SO2.ll standard wireless LAN (WLAN) is reported to account for up to
507o

of the device's total energy consumption |2,17-191. Therefore, there is a great deal of interest

in reducing the energy consumed through wireless communication, particularly because most mobile devices

are battery-driven. In this thesis, we focus on a

WLAN environment since it has grown

in popularity and consumes large energy compared with the other wireless technologies [12].
For energy saving in media access control (MAC) layer protocols, the IEEE 802.11 standard
defines a power saving mode (PSM) [6], as opposed to the mode under normal operation, which

is referred to as the continuously active mode (CAM). In CAM, the radio devices of a wireless
client are constantly activated. Thus, while network performance is high, the energy efficiency is
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low. In contrast, a wireless client in PSM sleeps when data is not being transmitted or received
and periodically wakes up to receive a beacon transmitted from an access point (AP). Although

PSM can considerably reduce energy consumption, it can also degrade network performance such
as throughput and latency [2].

In order to overcome this issue and to improve further energy efficiency, many researchers
have proposed energy-efficient solutions for

WLANs 12,27-351. Some of these methods [2,27-32]

achieve high energy efficiency by mainly modifying MAC protocols, whereas the others t33-351
are energy-efficient solutions

for specific applications. In contrast, we aim to derive a generalized

transport-layer solution for energy saving without modifying the applications or MAC protocols.

To maximize energy saving without degrading network performance characteristics,

it is im-

portant to control a wireless network interface (WND of a wireless client to sleep and wake up at
appropriate timing. To achieve this, the prediction of timing of packet transmissions and receptions

is needed. However, it is difficult due to uncoordinated behavior of applications running concurrently on a single wireless client. In a typical environment where mobile devices are used, multiple
TCP connections are established for such applications, resulting in the unpredictable packet transmissions and receptions at MAC-level. Another issue is that the WNI consumes extra energy when

transiting active and sleep modes. Therefore, frequent state transitions caused by multiple TCp
connections reduce sleep effi ciency.

In this chapter, to overcome these issues, we propose SCTP tunneling, which is a transportlayer approach to save energy for TCP data transfer over a WLAN. The proposed method has two

key features: flow aggregation and burst transmission at transport-layer level. In the proposed
method, multiple TCP flows are aggregated into a single aggregate flow in order to control the sleep

timing' Furthermore,

packets from the aggregate flow are sent and received

in a bursty fashion

to save energy by reducing the number of state transitions. To this end, the proposed method
exploits stream control transport protocol (SCTP) [68]. An SCTP association is established between
a wireless

client and an AP, and all packets of TCP flows at the wireless client are aggregated into

the association by means of SCTP multistreaming.

The SCTP multistreaming feature, which is utilized by our proposed method, is mainly used
for improving network application performance 169,701. Ladha and Amer [69] showed that SCTP
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multistreaming improves FTP performance compared with TCP. Natarajan et aI. [70] demonstrated
that HTTP over SCTP has an advantage in terms of transfer latency under lossy networks compared

with HTTP over TCP. In contrast, the proposed method utilizes the SCTP multistreaming feature to
enhance the sleep efficiency in the presence of multiple TCP flows at a wireless client.

We derive a power consumption model for SCTP tunneling to assess its energy-saving poten-

tial. This model is based on our energy consumption models in Chapter 3 for

a single TCP flow

in a WLAN, which focus on both the frame exchanges of a IEEE 802.11. MAC and the detailed
behavior of TCP congestion control mechanisms. From the numerical results of the current model,
we demonstrate the energy efficiency of SCTP tunneling as functions of aggregate TCP through-

put, network environment, and the degree of burst transmission. We also evaluate an increase in
transmission delay by using SCTP tunneling.

In the model mentioned above, some strong assumptions are still left in common with Chapter

3

although the model considers a situation in which multiple TCP flows are established on a single
wireless client. For exampleo we assume that a wireless client knows timing of packet transmissions
and receptions, and it can sleep at idle duration with exact timing. This should be resolved to apply

SCTP tunneling to real WLAN environments. To this end, we discuss implementation issues of
SCTP tunneling.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. First, we describe SCTP tunneling in
Sect. 4.2. In Sect. 4.3, the proposed power consumption model

for SCTP tunneling is introduced.

Section 4.4 shows numerical analysis results for our model. Section 4.5 discusses implementation
issues

of SCTP tunneling. Finally, conclusions and future research directions are presented in

Sect.4.6.

4.2 SCTP Thnneling
This subsection describes two key features of SCTP tunneling: flow aggregation and burst transmission.
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Figure 4.1: SCTP tunneling

4.2.1 Flow Aggregation
SCTP is a connection-oriented transport protocol providing a service similar to TCP and has some
advanced features to support increased application requirements. In contrast to the stream-oriented

nature of TCP, SCTP is message-oriented. It means that user messages are added to DATA chunks

in SCTP, and multiple SCTP-DATA chunks are used to construct an SCTP packet. Another feature

of SCTP is multistreaming, which enables streams of user messages from multiple upper-layer
applications to be multiplexed into a single SCTP association. Additionally, SCTP has the same
congestion control mechanisms as TCP except that the use of selective acknowledgments (SACKs)

in SCTP is mandatory.

In SCTP tunneling, an SCTP association is established between
shown in Fig. 4.1.

All

a wireless client and an AP, as

packets of multiple TCP flows (e.g., the three flows in Fig. 4.1) are sent by

SCTP tunneling, and each TCP flow is distinguished as a single stream in the SCTP association

through multistreaming. Note that SCTP tunneling can also be applicable to UDP flows. For

simplicity, we assume that only TCP flows are established on a client in this chapter.

A

TCP

packet generated in a wireless client is encapsulated in an SCTP-DATA chunk and enqueued in
a transmission queue of the SCTP association. When a new SCTP packet can be transmitted, an

SCTP-DATA chunk is dequeued from the transmission queue and is placed in a single SCTP packet.
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transition from sleep to active modes

(a) Without burst transmission

(b) With burst transmission

Figure 4.2: Packet sequences at

a

client's WNI

Transmission of the SCTP packet then obeys SCTP congestion control mechanisms. Once the SCTP
packet is received by an AP, the packet is decapsulated and the original TCP packet is forwarded

to its destination. At this time, SCTP at the AP generates an SCTP-SACK chunk to acknowledge
receipt of the SCTP-DATA chunk. This SCTP-SACK chunk may be piggybacked with other SCTP-

DATA chunks to the client. Data transmission from the AP to the client is conducted in a similar
way to the above sequence.

By this method, multiple TCP flows are aggregated on

a single SCTP association, and thus the

transmission and reception timing of multiple TCP packets can be controlled.

4.2.2 BurstTransmission
To reduce energy consumed due to state transitions, SCTP tunneling employs burst transmission of
SCTP packets. Figure 4.2 shows packet sequences of a client's WNI during SCTP tunneling with
and without burst transmission. When m packets are sent in burst transmission, once an SCTP has
received m SCTP packets, in which the last packet contains an SCTP-SACK chunk, new m packets

can be sent simultaneously. Note that an SCTP-SACK chunk piggybacks with an SCTP-DATA
chunk in the mth SCTP packet.
SCTP tunneling enables a wireless client to save energy by sleeping during the idle duration
lengthened by burst transmission. In practical cases, SCTP tunneling is used by combining it with
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cxisting slcep mechanisms at NIIAC―

level such as PSNIl and automadc Power save delivery(APSD)

ofIEEE 802.1lc[27].

4.3

Power Consumption Model

In this section, we construct

a power consumption model

for SCTP tunneling to confirm its energy

efficiency, by extending the energy consumption models described in Chapter 3. The assumptions

for deriving the model are first described in Subsect. 4.3.1, after which the submodel is outlined in
4.3.2. In Subsect. 4.3.3, the expected size of SCTP packets is determined, which is needed in the

MAClevel submodel. Finally, we formulate the increase in transmission latency due to bufferine
delay of SCTP tunneling in Subsect. 4.3.4.

4.3.1 Assumptions
We assume

a

WLAN environment in which

a single SCTP association is established between a wire-

less client and an AP. Multiple TCP upstream and downstream flows are established in the wireless

client by upper-layer applications. We assume that the averagethroughputs of TCP flows are given,

which are usually dependent on network conditions, e.g., network congestion and physical band-

width between two end hosts of each flow. We also assume that data frames are lost randomly
at MAC-level of the WLAN due to channel error and collisions. The probability of transmission

failures at MAC-level is given.
Suppose that at the hardware level the WNI has four communication modes

idle or listen,

by P',

P',

and,

Pl

sleep modes

I

l7]. Each of these modes

, and P", respectively.

-

transmit, receive,

has a different power consumption denoted

Furthermore, the WNI consumes power when transiting

between active and sleep modes, and we define Pos and P"o as the power consumption when
changing from and to active mode, respectively. The duration of these power consumptions is then
denoted by

7""

andT"a, respectively.

We assume that SCTP tunneling uses ideal sleeping, instead of PSM and APSD, to assess the

maximum energy-saving potential by SCTP tunneling. Ideal sleeping implies that a WNI knows
the schedules of both the transmission and reception of TCP packets such that it can sleep and wake
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up with exact timing. We also assume that MS/CTS mechanisms are used by the wireless client
when transmitting a frame to an AP, whereas and AP does not utilize RTS/CTS when transmitting
a frame to the wireless client.

4.3.2 Power Consumption

of SCTP Thnneling

The congestion control mechanisms in SCTP tunneling are the same as those in TCP. Therefore,
congestion control mechanisms at the client and AP are activated independently. However, because
the client and AP are under the same wireless conditions, we assume that their average behavior

is identical. In addition, SCTP congestion control is applied to the entire association, and not to
individual streams. Therefore, we can regard the behavior of SCTP congestion control mechanisms
for multiple streams

as

being that for a single TCP flow. As a result, the power consumption model

for SCTP tunneling is formulated based on the energy consumption model for

a single TCP flow

in

Chapter 3. Specifically, we determine the power consumption for a WNI of the wireless client.

In what follows, we first explain the behavior of the congestion control mechanisms, which
is utilized for calculation of the power consumption for SCTP tunneling. After that, we describe
duration of data transfer to determine the power consumption, which differs from that in Chapter 3.
In SCTP data transfer, the number of packets sent per RTT depends on the evolution of the SCTP
congestion window size. Figure 4.3 depicts the typical evolution of the congestion window size
an SCTP association from the beginning of the transmission. The data transfer starts

of

with the initial

slow start phase that ends due to the occurrence of a packet loss event. After that, SCTP packets
are sent

in

the steady phase until the data transfer ends. For simplicity, the effects of initial slow

start phase are not considered here because we focus on power consumption during the steady-state

situation. Here, we define a triple duplicate (TD) period

as the duration between

two consecutive

packet loss events detected by triple duplicate SCTP-SACKs. Further, the duration of a sequence

of retransmission timeout (RTO) is referred to as a Timeout (TO) period. In steady phase, we can
observe one TO period appears after multiple TD periods, and this sequence appears repeatedly.

Here, we define a cycle as the duration between two consecutive packet loss events detected by
RTOs. Then, the steady phase is constructed by multiple cycles. In Chapter 3, the length of cycles
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ial

slo-w start

phase

steady phase 1j packet loss event

TO period

Figure 4.3: Evolution of SCTP congestion window size

is calculated based on a round that when the first packet of a window is sent and ends when the
corresponding ACK packet is received.

According to our models in Chapter 3, the power consumptions for

with CAM and with sleeping, which are defined

as

P"o*

a

WNI of the wireless client

and Pskep, are given by

EIJλ れ
]

(4.1)

E14cepl

鳥たり

E[η ″

(4.2)

]

where EI写 ノ l iS theexpected total duration during thc stcady phase,and EI」

λれl and EIJ&ml are

the cxPccted energy consuIInptions du五 ng thc steady phase when a WNIis activated in CAM and in

slccp mode,respectively.EIrη
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Here, Eln"o";"] is the expected number of cycles,

during a TD period,

Efetl

and

Ele')

and

E[ni] is the expected number

is the expected number of SCTP packets sent

of packets received during the steady phase, and

are the expected energy consumed during transmission and reception

frame, respectively.

Eltr]

.E[f]

Elttl

and

Elt'l

arethe coresponding duration of

E[et]

and

of one data

Ele'l,respectively.

n1""ri) represent the expected sleep duration and the expected number of state transitions

during the steady phase, respectively. The above notations are derived in Chapter 3.
However, in Chapter 3,

EIT;III is calculated under

the assumption that congestion control be-

havior is dependent on the average RTT of a TCP connection, whereas in SCTP tunneling this
behavior is determined by the behavior of aggregate TCP flows. In this work,

it

depends on the

arrival rate of TCP packets since we assume that average throughput of each TCP flow is given.
I,r:t
and

nu

and nd be the numbers

rt be the average

of upstream and downstream TCP flows, respectively, and rf;

throughputs [byte/s] of the ith upstream and the

jth

downstream TCP flows.

Assuming that delayed ACK is not utilized in TCPI, the numbers of TCP-DATA and TCP-ACK
packets in a single TCP connection are identical. Here, let ,R" [packet/s] and Rd [packet/s] are the
number of SCTP packets sent from the wireless client to the AP per unit time and that sent from the

AP to the wireless client per unit time, respectively. Since an SCTP packet contains a single TCP

rThis assumption can be relaxed easily. When delayed ACK is used, the number of TCP-ACK packets sent from
TCP receiver decreases.
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Figure 4.4: SCTP packet sequences at WNI of wireless client

packet in our SCTP tunneling,

R"

Rυ

and Ro are given as

=Rd=薯

J:[十

着

ω

1ll

where sittα is the size[bytcs]ofa TCP― DATA packct.In what follows,Rυ

and ttd are simply

dcnotcd by」 R.

Next, we consider the SCTP packet sequence in the WNI of the wireless client, as shown in
Fig. 4.4. In the figure, tu is the SCTP congestion window size and R""1o is the average throughput
of SCTP tunneling given by

Rsctp

Here,

R!!i$

:

rnin (R, R?"?;)

(4.6)

is the maximum throughput achieved by SCTP tunneling, which is given by |

/ (E[Tt] + E[f']).

Note that duration of sent packets in a window is identical with and without burst transmissron.

Finally, from Eq. (4.6) and our previous model in Chapter 3, EIT;LLI is calculated

p,7,7alL1
-L-q r: E["]or Lsctp

as

1

where
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is the expected number of rounds during the steady phase.

(4.7)
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4.3.3

Cor!!-Ptignjr,

t

WIAN

Expected Size of SCTP Packets

In SCTP tunncling,the expccted valucs oftt and rも LAin Eqs.(3.3)and(3.4),respect市
are as functions of the expected sizes

sizes

cly9

of SCTP packets sent and received. Therefore, the expected

of SCTP packets sent and received by the wireless client must be computed. To this end,

we first calculate the ratios between the numbers of TCP-DATA and TCP-ACK packets in SCTP
packets sent from the wireless client and the total number of SCTP packets sent from the client,

which are denoted by N\.oto and Nf;"r, respectively. By using the ratio between the aggregate
throughputs of upstream TCP flows and downstream TCP flows, ;.r

: DT:rr! /DTlrrf;,

N\oto

and Nf;"r are calculated as follows:

'

=脆

λ=

μ
μ 一＋
︲

Ⅳ施ι
α= 1+μ

(4.8)

Similarly, N joro and l/j"6, which are the ratios between the numbers of TCP-DATA and TCPACK packets in SCTP packets sent from an AP and the total SCTP sent from the AP, respectively,
are given by
μ
・ 一＋
・

μ
μ 一＋
・

,Nlcた =

Nlctα

(4.9)

E)isregarding thc length of an SCTP― SACK chunk,thc expected sizes of SCTP packets sent
from the wireless clicnt and from the AR which are deined as 3■

亀 ″=島
31″

=荒

&″
″[bytcS]and θ

裂

S協 ♪ +光

幽

S筋

裂

S協 ♪ +島

釧

S加 ・

,

Ibytes],are

(4.10)
(4.11)

Here, stflr is the size of a TCP-ACK packet and s""tp(s) is the size of a SCTP packet as a function

ofpayload size s [bytes], and
s""'P(s)

:

L2 120

* s * padding

(4.12)
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Table 4.1: WLAN parameters for numerical analyses
Name

Valuc

Name

Value

Data rate
Slot time

54 [Mbps]
9[μ S]

PLCP preamble
MAC header

SIFS

16 [prs]

LLC headcr

DIFS

16 [prs]
24 frytesl
8 [bytes]

34 [1ts]

CW*tn
CW*o,

15

1023

whete padding is a padding byte to ensure that the length of s""tp (s) is a multiple of four bytes.

4.3.4

fncrease in Transmission Latency due to Buffering Delay

Burst transmission, which is utilized by SCTP tunneling, causes transmission latency to each packet.

Specifically, SCTP tunneling buffers SCTP packets at the tunnel inlet until m TCP packets arrive,
which results in an additional delay for each TCP packet. Here, by using .R, which is obtained by
Eq. (4.5) , the average buffering delay at the tunnel inlet is calculated as

D- m-II
2R'

4.4

(4.r3)

Discussion with Numerical Results

In this section, we assess the energy efficiency of SCTP tunneling by means of the power consumption model described in Sect. 4.3.

4.4.1 Parameter

Settings and Evaluation Metrics

We consider an IEEE 802.1Ia WLAN in which multiple upstream and downstream TCP flows are
established between a wireless client and wired hosts (Fig. a.1). The WLAN parameters of IEEE

802.lla are summarized in Table 4.1. To calculate r, which is the radio propagation between the
wireless client and the AP, we assume that the wireless client is located four [meters] from the AP.
From a data sheet for
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and measurement
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Table 4.2:Power COnSumDl10n of Atheros AR5004
Pι

Pr

1.4Ⅳ ] 0.e twl

0.8 PⅣ ]

meters of state transitions [2,3]

PS

Pι

0.016

twl

studies f2,31, we set parameters of power consumption to the values listed in Table 4.2. The TCP-

DATA and TCP-ACK packet sizes are set to 1500 [bytes] and 40 [bytes], respectively. The SCTP
packet sizes for both directions are calculated by Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11). The maximum number of
frame retransmissions, ly', is set to seven.

In

Subsect. 4.4.2, we evaluate energy efficiency and trade-off relationships between energy

efficiency and average buffering delay of SCTP tunneling. In order to assess the energy efficiency,
we use power consumptions obtained by Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). ln contrast, to evaluate the trade-off
relationships, we use average buffering delay,whichis obtained by Eq. (4.13), in addition to energy

reduction ratio. which is defined

as

Pmti.o

: (P"o -

Pa""p)

/P"o*.

(4.r4)

Energy efficiency is high when the ratio is large.

4.4.2 Numerical Results
4.4.2.1 EnergyEfficiency
Figure 4.5 shows the power consumption results in the case that only upstream TCP flows exist
when q

:

0.1, 0.2, and 0.5. Here, we evaluate the performance of CAM and sleeping with burst

transmission for m

while rn

>

= 1,2,

1 is sleeping

and

5. Note that m

:

1 signifies sleeping without burst transmission,

with burst transmission. In this figure, the r-axis represents the aggregate

throughput of upstream TCP flows, where the average throughput of each TCP flow is 150 [kbyte/s],
Note that the maximum value of the aggregate throughput of upstream TCP flows is limited by the
maximum throughput achieved by SCTP tunneling, R?"?;,which is dependent on the value of q.
We also note that the results when upstream and downstream TCP flows coexist show a similar
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trend to Fig. 4.5. Although the difference between the number of upstream and downstream TCP

flows affects the expected sizes of SCTP packets obtained by Eqs. (4.10) and (4.11), the packet
size have only a small influence on the power consumption compared with protocol overheads, e.g.,

backoff and control frame exchanges.
From Fig. 4.5, we observe that the power consumption when utilizing CAM is increased by an
increase in the aggregate throughput of upstream TCP flows. As the aggregate throughput grows,

the duration of packet transmission and reception increases while idle duration decreases, which
increases the power consumption. When sleeping is employed, the power consumption is consid-

erably reduced regardless of the value of rn. The power consumption increases for large aggregate
throughput, whereas the increase rate of power consumption is low at large rn values. For instance,
when the aggregate throughput of upstream TCP flows is 450 [kbyte/s] in Fig 4.5(a), sleeping with-

out burst transmission reduces power consumption by 277o compared with CAM. In contrast, the
reduction is around 697o for sleeping with

m:

5. These results mean that the smaller number of

state transitions resulting from burst transmission has a large impact on energy reduction.

However, when aggregate throughput further increases, the power consumption with sleeping
exceeds the power consumption of CAM. The power consumption required

for state transitions

exceeds the reduction realizedby sleeping since the idle duration is short. Note that such a situation
can be avoided by staying in active mode when the idle duration is insufficient. After that, aggregate

throughput further increases, the power consumption with sleeping eventually becomes the same
value of that with CAM. At this time, there is no idle duration to sleep.

Comparing Figs. 4.5(a), 4.5(b), and 4.5(c), we can observe that changes in q have little effect
on the power consumption when CAM is employed. The power consumption during idle duration,

whose length is affected by protocol overheads at MAC-level, provides a large contribution to the

total power consumption compared with that during data frame retransmission even though the
number of frame retransmissions increases for large q. In contrast, when sleeping is employed, the
value of q has a greater impact on the power consumption with large rnthan that with small rn. An
increase in q decreases idle duration to sleep, which results in the decrease in the energy reduction

for large

nr,. Note that

it has a smaller impact on the power consumption compared with the impact

of aggregate throughput.
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Figure 4.6: Energy reduction ratio for various

rru

values and q

:

Q.1

From the above results, we conclude that the power consumption of SCTP tunneling is hence
predominantly determined by the aggregate throughput of TCP flows, while data frame retransmission provides only a small contribution to power consumption.

4,4.2.2 TFade-off Relationship between Energy Efficiency and Buffering Delay
Figure. 4.6 shows the energy reduction ratio for various m values and q
average buffering delay is presented

As

:

0.1. The corresponding

inFig. 4.7.

rru increases, the energy reduction ratio converges

to

a constant value, whereas the average

buffering delay increases linearly. On the other hand, as the aggregate throughput of TCP flows
increases, the improvement rate of energy reduction ratio becomes large, whereas the increase rate

of the delay becomes low. The power consumption of state transitions, which is reduced by burst
transmission, provides a large portion of the total power consumption compared with the power
consumption of state transitions when the aggregate throughput is low.
To further understand the trade-off relationships, we consider the situation in which acceptable

buffering delay is given by a user or application. To this end, we introduce D17,, which denotes
an upper

limit of an acceptable average buffering delay. Figure 4.8 depicts the energy reduction

ratio achieved subject to
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Figure 4.7: Average buffering delay for various rn values and q

[kbyte/s]. We observe that,
when

D11r:

:

0.1

as the aggregate TCP throughput increases, the energy reduction ratio

0 decreases linearly and finally reaches zero, whereas the higher energy reduction is

obtained for larger Dsr. For example, when only 3 [ms] of additional delay is acceptable, we obtain

roughly 0.3 and 0.4 reductions from the ratio for Ds,

:

0 when the aggregate TCP throughputs

are 500 ftbyte/sl and 800 [kbyte/s], respectively. When 10 [ms] of additional delay is acceptable,

we can obtain roughly 0.5 and 0.6 reductions from the ratio for

Ds,

:

0 when the aggregate TCP

throughputs are 500 [kbyte/s] and 800 [kbyte/s], respectively.
From above results, we conclude that, because SCTP tunneling causes additional delay for each
TCP packet, a value of rn for sleeping with burst transmission must be selected such that the trade-

off between energy efficiency and the delay is at a level acceptable for users or applications.

4.5 Implementation

Issues of SCTP Ttrnneling

In this subsection, we discuss implementation issues of SCTP tunneling.
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4.5.1 Implementation Overview
We assume that SCTP tunneling is implemented in a Linux-based application since Linux is an
open source software and it can be modified freely.

In order to implement SCTP tunneling, we need to resolve the following problems. First, we
should construct the method to forward packets from multiple applications to SCTP tunneling. Second, we need to employ a MAC-level sleep mechanism as a sleep mechanism of SCTP tunneling.
In addition, we need to resolve problems regarding unknown timing of packet receptions at wireless

clients. Finally, the specific method is required to realize burst transmission.

In what follows, each issue is discussed in turn. One of feasible methods to aggregate packets
from multiple applications is to use

a

TUN device driver [71]. The TUN driver is a virtual network

device driver, which allows IP packets to be delivered to user-space application that attaches itself

to the TUN device. Thus, SCTP tunneling with the TUN device can easily obtain packets from

all applications running on a wireless client. Figure 4.9 depicts the intercommunication between
network protocol stacks of SCTP tunneling with a TUN device. When TCP packets are sent from
applications running on a wireless client, they are delivered to SCTP tunneling via the TUN device.

After that, the client-side SCTP endpoint sends SCTP packets that contain TCP packets
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Figure 4.9: Intercommunication between network protocol stacks of SCTP tunneling

to AP-side SCTP endpoint through a WLAN. When receiving TCP packets via SCTP, AP-side
SCTP tunneling forwards them to the TUN device, and then they are forwarded to their original
destinations. Data transmission from the AP to the client is conducted in a similar way to the above
sequence.

Next, we determine a sleep mechanism for SCTP tunneling. IEEE 802.11 has two sleep mechanisms: PSM and APSD, which buffer data frames destined for wireless clients in sleeping. We
here employ unscheduled APSD (U-APSD), which is one of power saving modes of APSD, as a
sleep mechanism

of SCTP tunneling. This is because PSM has a drawback that wireless clients

only receive frames from the AP at beacon intervals of typically 100 [ms]. U-APSD overcomes this
issue by using a data frame sent from wireless clients, which is referred to as a triggerframe, as an

indication of request for sending the buffered data frame at the AP. This mechanism can determine

timing of packet receptions at the wireless clients. Note that, in order to receive data frames from
the AP at intended interval, SCTP tunneling needs to send trigger frames at appropriate timing,
which is determined in Subsect.4.5.2.
Finally, we consider a method to realize burst transmission. As

a

burst transmission mechanism,

we employ a simple method that buffers packets on SCTP tunneling until the number of buffered
packets reaches m or a certain period passes from the first packet is buffered. Here, when trigger
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frames are sent to the AP when the buffer at the AP stores rn packets, they are sent to the wireless

client. Such simple mechanism can realize burst transmission at the AP. Note that we need to
implement additional mechanisms for burst transmission only at a wireless client.
From the above discussions, we conclude that one of feasible implementations of SCTP tunnel-

ing is a Linux application with TUN devices with U-APSD as a sleep mechanism. However, we

still leave the issue of timing of trigger frame transmissions, which are discussed in Subsect 4.5.2.

4.5.2

Thigger Frame Thansmission

We here discuss an algorithm for determining timing of trigger frame transmission. Figure 4.10
depicts frame exchanges between a client and an AP when focusing on trigger frame transmissions.

As shown in Fig. 4.10(a), when the rate of upstream traffic is larger than the rate of downstream
traffic, there is no need to send

a trigger frame actively

from a wireless client because data frames

sent from the wireless client are used as trigger frames in U-APSD. In contrast, intentional trigger

frames are needed to be transmitted in situations where the rate of downstream traffic is larger than

that of upstream traffic as depicted in Fig. 4.10(b). This is because it is likely that the AP buffers
data frames destined for a wireless client with sleeping until receiving a trigger frame, which causes

additional delays for the data frames. Ideally, it is preferable that trigger frames arrive at the Ap

just after m data frames are buffered at the AP. However, in practical cases, the wireless client
cannot obtain such information without any assists from the AP. Therefore, we need to estimate
such timing at the wireless client.

From the above discussions, we employ a simple method for determining timing of trigger
transmissions as follows. In the method, a trigger frame is sent when passing a certain period in

which a wireless client do not send any data frames. This period is determined based on estimations
of time taken to buffer m data frames at the AP buffer.

In what follows, we estimate the time taken to buffer rn data frames at the AP buffer. Since
SCTP tunneling employs burst transmission,

it is difficult to know the packet interarrivals

at the

AP's buffer from that observed at the wireless client. Therefore, the average interarrival of packets
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Figure 4. 10: Frame exchanges between client and AP focusing on trigger frame transmissions

is calculated by counting the number of packets received on the wireless client during the predetermined time slot,

fI,

which is regarded as the estimate value of packet interarrivals at the AP

buffer.
We first determine the moving average for the number of packets received on a wireless client,

which is denoted by nT*t.Then,

nl*,

is calculated as

nT+r:afi+(-c,)ni
π
＾

where a is the smoothing factor and

(4.15)

is the number of received packets observed on the wireless
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4.6 Summary
We have proposed a transport-layer approach to reduce energy consumption for TCP data transfer

over a WLAN, termed SCTP tunneling. SCTP tunneling has two key features: flow aggregation
and burst transmission at transport-layer

level. To

assess the energy efficiency gained

by SCTP

tunneling, we formulated a power consumption model of SCTP tunneling based on energy efficiency analysis of a single TCP flow in a WLAN. Numerical results of the model show that the
power consumption of SCTP tunneling is predominantly determined by the aggregate throughput
of TCP flows, while burst transmission can considerably reduce power consumption with increasing
moderate delay. We also discussed implementation issues of SCTP tunneling.

Finally, we make mention of directions for the widespread use of SCTP tunneling. SCTP tunneling needs to be implemented at both wireless clients and APs. One of feasible scenarios to
introduce SCTP tunneling is that WLAN vendors provide APs implemented SCTP tunneling and
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applications of client-side SCTP tunneling. Note that AP-side SCTP tunneling is not necessarily
implemented on the AP. Thus, the other scenario is that

a

network device that is implemented SCTP

tunneling is installed near APs. For example, SCTP tunneling is implemented to WLAN controllers
in public WLANs or office WLANs, which allows SCTP tunneling to be used in these WLANs.

In the future, we plan to implement the SCTP tunneling on commercial WLAN APs and wireless clients, and to evaluate the performance of SCTP tunneling in real

WLAN environments.
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Conclusion
As the IEEE 802.11-based WLANs grow in popularity, applications used in WLANs and user usage

of WLAN environments become diverse. Such changes bring the growth of the importance of fair
resource usage among users in

WLANs. Furthermore,

as they increase the amount of time spent

on wireless communication, energy efficiency of WlAN-enabled devices becomes more and more

important. Therefore, in this thesis, we discussed both per-flow fairness and energy efficiency of
client's WNIs in WLANs.
In Chapter 2, we addressed fairness issue among TCP flows in a WLAN. Behavior of TCP congestion mechanisms causes two unfairness among TCP flows in

a

WLAN. In order to alleviate such

unfairness, we proposed, designed, and implemented a transport-layer solution that exploits ACK
packet losses as an indication of congestion at an AP. For appropriate evaluation for such fairness
issues, we then presented a performance metric that considers both per-flow fairness and bandwidth

utilization at a network bandwidth. The proposed metric is based on the variations in throughput of concurrent flows and the ideal throughput distribution in which all flows achieve the same
throughput and the network bandwidth is fully utilized. Through the simulation experiments and
the experiments with WLAN products from several vendors, we obtained the following findings.
The proposed method could improve two kinds of TCP unfairness in a WLAN while maintaining

low RTT by alleviating congestion at the AP buffer, regardless of type of APs. It also could avoid
starvation of flows even when the buffer size at the AP is too small to accommodate many flows. In
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addition, the proposed method was confirned that its performance was independent on conditions

of the wireless channel. From the above findings, we conclude that the transport-layer approach
with simple modifications suffices for improving TCP unfairness in a WLAN.

In Chapters 3 and 4, we dealt with the energy efficiency issue of a client's WNI in a WLAN.
In Chapter 3, in order to assess the impact of TCP behavior on sleep efficiency, we constructed
energy consumption models for a single TCP flow in a WLAN. Furthermore, in order to improve
the sleep efficiency, TCP-level burst transmission behavior was also proposed. The accuracy of our

model was confirmed by comparing results of numerical analysis with that of simulation experiments. The validation results presented that our model is reasonably validated when the congestion

level is moderate in the wired network. From the numerical analyses based on our model, we obtained the following results. The sleep efficiency is largely affected by RTT and the probability of
packet losses at transportJayer level, which are dominantly determined by wired part of the net-

work. Sleeping with burst transmission is suitable for situations in which RTT or the probability of
packet losses at transport-layer level are small, i.e., TCP transmission rate is high. In such a situa-

tion, sleeping with burst transmission can significantly reduce energy consumption with increasing
moderate delay. In contrast, when RTT or the probability of packet losses at transport-layer level
are small, sleeping with burst transmission incurs large delays for TCP packets although

it achieves

energy saving. From the above knowledge, we conclude that sleeping with burst transmission at

transport-layer level is an effective energy saving mechanism during data transfer over a WLAN.
Based on the above knowledge, in Chapter 4, we proposed and designed SCTP tunneling for
achieving energy efficiency of a wireless client in the presence of multiple TCP flows over

a

WLAN.

SCTP tunneling has two features: flow aggregation and burst transmission. We extended the above
energy consumption model and constructed a mathematical model of the energy consumed by SCTP

tunneling to assess its energy efficiency. Through numerical examples based on the model, it was
shown that the power consumption

of SCTP tunneling was predominantly determined by the ag-

gregate throughput of TCP flows, while burst transmission could considerably reduce power con-

sumption with increasing moderate delay. In particular, for 800 [kbyte/s] of the aggregate TCP
throughput, when 10 [ms] of additional delay is acceptable, we obtained 60Vo of power reduction
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from power consumption when any delay is unacceptable. Implementation issues of SCTP tunnel-

ing are also discussed. From the above findings, we conclude that SCTP tunneling is a feasible
solution to accomplish effective energy saving in the presence of multiple TCP flows on a wireless
client in a WLAN environment.
As one of future directions of our work, we plan to combine the proposed method in Chapter 2

with other TCP modifications for wireless networks such as TCP Westwood [72], TCP Veno [73],
and TCP-Jersey

[74]. Another future direction is to apply the proposed method in Chapter 4 to

other wireless networks such as cellar network and WiMAX. We believe that those discussions
and results in this thesis contribute to the design and development of future wireless networks and

transportJayer protocols.
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